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Patton seeks
more females
on boards
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton on Wednesday signed an order aimed at
something already within his
power — appointment of more
women to state boards and
commissions.
A spoktsman said Patton
was sending a signal to the
General Assembly, which this
year declined to pass "gender
equity" legislation that would
bind future governors.
A bill was passed by the
House, which Democrats control, but died in a committee
of the Republican-controlled
Senate.
"It's always been a priority
of his. He was disappointed it
did not pass. ... This really is
a statement," spokesman Rusty
Cheuvront said.
Senate President David
Williams said the executive
order was cynically calculated
to help Democratic candidates.
A governor already can "jawbone" a nominating commission until he gets the nominees he wants, Williams said.
The new order is "political fraud.
... It's like the emperor crowning himself," Williams said.
Kentucky has hundreds of
boards and commissions that
oversee nearly every conceivable profession and institution,
from hairdressers and plumbers
to egg marketing and universities.
State law may require a
board or commission to have,
specific types of members —
a master plumber. for example, or an attorney — but the
governor ultimately selects the
individuals.
If the governor must choose
names from a list supplied by
a nominating commission, as
is the case with appointments
to university boards, he can
reject all the nominees as
unsuitable and order another
list.
Cheuvront said the executive order contains a new wrinkle by specifying, apparently
for the first time, that a list of
names can be rejected if it would
not achieve "the goal of gender equity."

Report: Ford
plans to put
Michelins on
Explorers
NEW YORK (AP) — Ford
Motor Co. plans to equip the
bulk of its new Explorer sport
utility vehicles with Michelin tires
in the wake of a massive recall
of Firestone tires, The Wall
Street Journal reported Thursday.
Since the Aug. 9 recall, Ford
has asked France's Groupe
Michelin SA to supply as many
tires as needed, according to
the Journal, which cited an
unnamed person familiar with
the situation.
The move signals the end
of a decade-long reliance on
tires made by Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. and a century-old
relationship between Firestone
and Ford, its biggest customer.
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Foundation on retreat agenda
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Wnter
The Murray:Calloway County
Hospital board commissioners will
be looking at the future during its
annual retreat this weekend, but
it won't be the projected $66.2
million net revenue budget for next
fiscal year, which begins Sunday.
The hospital's Community
Healthcare Foundation is slated for
the agenda for the board's monthly meeting, which will begin at

12:30 p.m. Saturday in Meeting
Room A, located in the lower le% el
of the main building at Kenlake
State Park in Aurora.
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins said tie plans to
formally ask his fellow commissioners to adopt a resolution passed
by himself and Calloway County
Fiscal Court July 24.
The resolution reflects a position Elkins and County Attorney
Randy Hutchens have held since

May: The private fund-raising foundation was improperly established
using public funds from the hospital as seed money without any
oversight of how funds will be
used.
The resolution requests that the
money be returned and that the
hospital enter a contractual arrangement, complete with a budget, to
have the foundation perform fundraising work while complying with
the state open meetings and open-

records laws.
Negotiations between Elkins and
hospital board and foundation officials, who argue that the foundation will be open and will only
help the community, have stalled.
Elkins said he has not discussed
the topic in the last three to four
weeks.
"I'm not aware of a whole lot
of change" of people's opinion on
the matter, said MCCH President
Isaac Cieie: "EverytiOdy wants to

achieve a solution
But no one is ALEC that that
Vt, ill happen this weekend, Coe
said.
11 the resolution is not adopted, "We w ill he forced to take
some other action or give up,"
Elkins said. "I suspect we'll have
another fiscal court meeting and
decide on what action to take."
Among the options proposed by

•See Page 2

Morehead
alcohol, vote
unlikely to
impact local
elections
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The landslide vote that occurred in Morehead,
Ky.. Tuesday that will allow restaurants there to
serve liquor by the drink will probably not have
much of an effect on the outcome of similar elections that will be held in Murray and Hazel in
November - at least that is what leaders on both
sides of the issue seem to think.
Both Mike Cowen, spokesman for the Restaurant Referendum Committee, and Paul Dailey Jr.,
chair of the Calloway County Dry League, said
the Morehead situation is really not comparable.
"Morehead is obviciusly different from Murray
in that they already had legal alcohol in the county," Cowen said Wednesday. "They had had it for
quite some time."
"You can't really compare the two," Dailey said
Wednesday afternoon. "In other words, they'd already
gotten their foot in the door."
Morehead restaurants were already allowed to serve
wine and beer, but not liquor. The measure approved
by voters Tuesday will allow restaurants and bars
that seat 100 and derive 50 percent of their income
from food to sell liquor by the drink.
In Murray and 'Hazel, restaurants would have to
seat at least 100 people and obtain at least 70 percent of their gross revenue from food sales. The
election will be held Nov. 7, the same time as this
year's presidential election.
While the upcoming local election has already
seen strong opinions expressed by both sides. the
Morehead election was held with little fanfare,
which both Cowen. and Dailey said may have contributed to the final margin of 519 to 243.
"We had been trying to keep tabs on the various campaigns around the state," Cowen said. "This
one just sort of slipped in under the radar. There
wasn't much of a campaign."
"It kind of got slipped in," Dailey said. "The
opposition was just not on its toes."

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8. Times photo

PILING UP...Tom Wilcutt grabs a handful of trash tires for disposal at the Kentucky Highway Department grounds Wednesday as he prepares the area for the tire amnesty taking place through Saturday.
Residents are able to take their old tires free to the facility for proper disposal.

MSU budget reallocations
aid health insurance costs
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
In an attempt to alleviate some of the pressures of rising
insurance premiums for its employees, Murray State University is shuffling its budget to keep employee costs low.
According to Joyce Gordon. associate vice president of
human resources at the university, $85,000 of MSU's $3.2
million budget will he reallocated to help keep employee
insurance costs down by contributing more to the costs of
monthly premiums.

A press release issued by the university Wednesday alter
noon said the 2001 insurance costs reflect adjustments made
to a plan instituted at MSL7 two years ago.
"MSU's initiative two years ago in facing this dilemma
has lessened the impact of the current health care increases,"
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander said in the release. "We're
better off because of the measures we took at that time."
The budget shift will mean the hill owing for NISr employ-

III See Page 2

TVA plans
no rate
increase
for 2001

County shifts
offices to fill
extra space
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Rita Burton is already a winner of additional space as the result of the county's latest game of "Musical Offices," and Ray
Coursey Jr. seems likely to join her.
But there is a chance that when the music
stops, the Old Miller Annex near their courthouse offices could be left standing.
Burton. the county's solid waste management coordinator, last week moved into the
former bottom-floor office of the sheriff's
department, which moved to its current Maple
Street location this summer.
Burton's office space is about twice that
of the estimated 300 square feet that was
her old office on the third floor of the courthouse, Calloway Judge/Executive Larry Elkins
said. The building's elevator only goes to
the second floor, he added.
"This'll just make me a little more accessible to the public." Burton said Wednesday
amid new carpet, a smattering of chairs and
a just-painted smell of the white-washed
office still dotted with unhung decorations.
Burton's desk sits behind the bannister
once used by the sheriff's department dispatcher.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Rita Burton, county solid waste management coordinator, moved into the
former bottom-floor office of the sheriff's department.
tant considering the issue of mandatory county garbage collection looms on the state leg-

The inner office that once housed Sheriff
Stan Scott will be used for the yet-to-bechosen county planner/grants manager/financial officer, and a conference table will be
added in front for use for meetings. Elkins

islature horizon. Elkins said.
"If that happens, her duties are going to
expand." said Elkins. adding that additional

said.
The

IN See Page 2
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will become even more impor-

\I)) -Directors of the Tennessee Valley
Authority on Wednesday approved
a record $6.8 billion budget that
provides nuMey tor more and cleaner power while reducing debt without a rate increase.
"Thanks to all the efforts of
the men and women of TVA wecve
had a great year." TVA Chairman
Craven Crowell said. "This budget permits us to provide a reliable power supply and reduce the
debt without an increase in price.
[his is great news for power consumers in the Tennessee Valley."
TVA is the nation's largest public power producer, serving some
million customers through 158
municipal distributors and electric
cooperatives in Tennessee, Kentucky. Alabama, Mississippi. Georgia. Virginia and North Carolina.
It went a decade before raising rates the last time -- in 1997
-- and that was intended exeln-

III See Page 2
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From Page 1
Cowen said he hopes. though.
that the Morehead y ote w ill stick
in people's minds when they go
to the polls in November.
"I guess it (the Morehead vote)
won't hurt us any." he said. "There
haven't been verv mafly. ictories
over alcohol over the years. If we
see more people doing it, we'll
take that as a very positive thing."
Meanwhile. as the voting date
gets closer. both sides have said
they will soon begin mobilizing
on their public campaigns, which,
according to Cowen and Dailey.
w ill encompass e% erything from
.td % ertisements in local newspapers to radio spots to television
commercial s.
Sit IM>1
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-We are operating on very limited resources compared to the 'wet'
side.- Dailey said. "If we start
this early before the election trying to go ad for ad with them.
we'll get outgunned."
Cowen said the Restaurant Referendum Committee has already
called on the Murray Tourism Commission to compile some statistics
on the benefits of allowing restaurants to serve alcohol, while Dailey said the dry league has developed the slogan "Calloway Countians for Keeping it Dry and Safe
( KIDS)."
While Cowen and the committee have maintained that allowing
restaurants to serve alcohol will
serve as an economic tool. Dailey contends that an area cannot
simply go "moist" without it leading to other consequences.
"There won't just be wine in
the restaurants," Dailey said. "There
will be bars in those restaurants.
The point we're trying to make
on our side is that it's just not
having wine with your meal."

From Page 1
ees:
• Employee-only plans for standard PPO(preferred provider organization, enhanced PPO and indemnity (where access is not limited
by a network)coverage will require
monthly costs of $18, $42 and
$53, respectively.
• Employee-plus-children plans
for standard PPO, enhanced PPO
and indemnity coverage will require
monthly costs of $48, $90 and
$110, respectively.
• Employee-plus-spouse plans
for standard PPO, enhanced PPO
and indemnity coverage will
required monthly costs of $55,
$100 and $123, respectively.
• Employee-plus-spouse-pluschildren plans for standard PPO,
enhanced PPO and indemnity coverage will required monthly costs
of $92, $162 and $193, respectively.
Two other plan changes will
also be implemented. Opt-out payments for those who are insured
elsewhere and choose not to par-

ticipate in Murray's plan will be
eliminated. A two-her drug plan will
be instituted, increasing the coinsurance percentage of generic drugs
from 80 percent to 90 percent,
while coinsurance on brand-name
drugs will decrease from 80 to 70
percent.
"The cost of brand drugs have
increased so dramatically," Gordon said. "That is one of the areas
that is trending upward."
While there are assurances that
the budget money will be transferred, Gordon did not know exactly what area it would eventually
come from.
"That is something that has
probably yet to be determined,"
she said. "It will have to be
reviewed by the budget office."
Gordon said many concerns
arose on the MSU campus after
reports were published concerning
Western Kentucky University's
insurance problems.
Last year, WKU opted to insure
its own employees instead of buying contract coverage from a pri-
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sively for debt reduction.
At its height. interest costs On
TVA's nuclear power-driven debt
of $28 billion sapped nearly one
of every three dollars TVA brought
in. Today it is closer to one of
every four dollars.
Chief Financial Officer David
Smith predicted TVA would end
fiscal 2000 this weekend with
debt of just under $26 billion —
the lowest level since 1995 —
and forecast an additional reduction Of $452 million next year.
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Open enrollment for university
employees, which are covered by
Anthem/Blue Cross, is Oct. 1627. The rates for the 2001 health
care plans at MSU are posted on
the Internet at http://www.murraystate.edu/indir/hr/hlth_ins.htm.
"We did not change plans or
change the health insurance," Gordon said. "We monitor on a monthly basis what our health plan is
doing. Based on our most recent
experience, we try to predict what
the future will hold."

cost $200,000 to $300,000, Elkins
estimated.
Which presents a problem.
Elkins said. The recent estimates
for total renovation of the old
Miller Annex building. which temporarily housed the sheriff's displaced basement operations and is
still being used for storage, are
$800,000 to $900,000, he said.
"I don't see how the county's
_going to be able to renovate both
buildings with our current revenue
sources," Elkins said. State grants
that the county has been seeking
for years will not be enough, he
added.
A solution Elkins said he has
been mulling is recommending to
the Calloway County Fiscal Court
that it sell the Miller Annex and
use the money to fix the courthouse.
"If it (the courthouse) is going
to be the center of the community, it needs to be ... maintained,"
Elkins said, noting that downtown
Murray is currently targeted for
revitalization.
Elkins said the county needs to
figure financing for the courthouse
renovations before seeking estimates. Any work done will have
to come from "existing resources"
from the county's already tight
budget, he said.
"It's not something we have to
do next week or next month, but
we need to be planning for it,"
Elkins said.

From Page 1
personnel might have to be hired.
Burton's former office probably will be used for storage, most
likely for Coursey, the county clerk,
Elkins said.
"I'm proud to have it," said
Coursey, whose office is required
to retain years of voting and car
records and copies of mortgages,
deeds and marriage license applications. "It won't take me long
to fill it up."
Elkins said the still-leaky basement once used by the sheriff's
department also will be used for
storage, but it will house items
resistant to moisture, such as maintenance equipment.
The moisture contributed to a
high level of mold that prompted
the sheriff's department to abandon the basement to avoid health
problems in March and spurred
the county to relocated the whole
department to its current location.
Elkins said the carpet in the basement will be removed and sealer
might be put on the floor.
The leaky basement is one of
several repairs needed for the courthouse, along with a new roof, a
new heating system to replace the
75-year-old boiler, a new air conditioning system and repainting
and replastering the exterior, Elkins
said.
The exterior work and a heating/air conditioning alone would

But the self-financing govern- ing $82 million on clean-air investment corporation is having to adjust ments in the coming year, includits grand plan in 1997 to halve ing its program to reduce polluthe debt in a decade because of tants from 59 coal-fired units. It
rising power demand.
also has embarked on a green
"If you were to take a pure power program.
approach to debt reduction we could
Still, environmentalists and the
raise rates enough ... to pay it off Environmental Protection Agency
in a few years." Crowell said. are pressing for more aggressive
"But in the process, electricity may action, pointing particularly to
be so high nobody could afford growing air quality problems in
it. We have to have balance."
the Great Smoky Mountains NationHundreds of millions of dol- al Park.
lars once expected to pay off bonds
The EPA and TVA are headed
are instead being used to build
new capacity and pay for pollu- to court over EPA demands that
some of TVA's old, hut moderntion controls.
Growth in the valley, at close ized coal plants meet new plant
to 4 percent annually, is pushing emission standards. TVA has said
the change in priorities.
such improvements could cost $2
TVA set all-time power records billion and require a 13 percent
twice in August as temperatures rate increase.
"We expect to win the lawsuit
hit 99 across the valley, eclipsing
records set the year before. The eventually," Crowell said, though
new top demand is 29,344 he added that TVA is willing to
megawatts.
negotiate a settlement.
That has forced TVA to invest
TVA director Glenn McCullough
in gas turbines for peak power said TVA is "committed to cleancapacity and a new coal-burning er air, reducing emissions and
facility in Mississippi. The agency remaining in compliance with all
added 680 megawatts of new capac- Clean Air Act regulations (while)
ity this year and plans to spend
reconciling this issue in a manner
S81 million to add another 680 that is fair to the ratepayers."
The budget approved Wednesmegawatts next year.
Another big-ticket item is enviday is a 2.2 percent increase over From Page 1
"I wish I could put this issue
ronmental cleanup. TVA is spendthe current year.
Hutchens in a May opinion on
us," he added. "I see a lot
behind
the matter, and in more recent dispotential" for the hosexciting
of
cussions, was the possibility of a
lawsuit. Other suggestions have pital and the foundation.
Elkins said he is also hopeful
been a third-party arbitrator, prefera solution can be found.
that
ably an attorney approved by both
sides.
"This whole situation has gotMurray Police Department
Coe said he favors that as long ten down to name-calling and
•Two city boys. ages 16 and 17, have been charged with second-degree
as it is a relatively friendly law- 'we'll do what we want to' attiburglary after Hillary Belcher found them inside her Main Street home
suit.
tudes," Elkins said. He suggested
Wednesday afternoon. The boys left, and Belcher allegedly noticed a col"Let's all lock arms and go to Thursday morning that the name
lectible Zippo lighter, some rare cigars and more than $200 cash were
circuit court and find out what's of the trust which now holds the
North 12th Street
missing. Belcher later saw the boys at McDonald's
right and what's wrong," Coe said. seed money be transferred from
and called police, who arrested them there. The boys ere taken to a juve- "But let's not do it in an adver- the foundation to the hospital.
nile detention center in Paducah.
sarial way. Let's see if we can't
"We're not as far apart as it
• Patrick H. Kerr. 20, of Royalton, Ohio, was arres d Wednesday night
achieve some understanding.
might sound," said Elkins,
on a charge of being a fugitive from justice in Ohio Wter receiving complaints from residents on Southwood Drive, where tfe was going door-todoor selling magazine subscriptions.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Billy D. Hamilton, also known as Michael Hamilton, 36, of South
11th Street. has been charged with first-degree wanton endangerment and
ment.
Staff Report
leaving the scene of an accident stemming from a hit-and-run incident
The grant will be used to build
Murray Ledger & Times
near Hazel early Wednesday morning. City police, who stopped him in
26
one-bedroom units for the eldCongressman Ed Whitfield has
Murray, charged him with DUI, no insurance and having expired registraerly. The facility will also include
announced
new
a
that
houselderly
tion. He remained in the Calloway County Jail Thursday morning in lieu
ing construction project in Callo- an on-site manager's unit, commuof a $1,000 cash bond.
way County has been awarded a nity room, laundry room, outdoor
• Thomas Cleveland Hutson, 23, of Buchanan, Tenn., was arrested
gazebo and resident garden area.
$2,051,800 grant.
Wednesday morning in Paris, Tenn., on local warrants on a second-degree
The
202
Section
Supportive
The new facility will be located
bail jumping charge and two counts of contempt of court for failing to apHousing for the Elderly grant was on Utterback. Wesley Housing
pear in court.
made through the U.S. Department Corporation of Memphis is the con(Information gatheredfrom logs, citations and/or reportsfrom respecof
Housing and Urban Develop- tract sponsor.
tive agencies.)

• Foundation ...

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH, INC.
James H. Cain, Overseer

MSU's smallest insurance premium increase will be $I for the
"employee-only" standard PPO
plan. Its largest increase will be
$17 for the "employee-plus-family" indemnity plan.

• County ...

• TVA ...
From Page 1

vate insurer. Administrators were
then faced with a $2 million shortfall at the end of the year, which
could mean increases of up to 368
percent for some employees' insurance costs.
"I think since so many people
knew what was going on at Western, there was a lot of anxiety
about it," Gordon said. "This was
a major relief."
MSU stacks up well when compared to universities other than
WKU. For example, at Northern
where
University,
Kentucky
employees are offered three levels of HMOs, coverage for couples runs $271 per month, as compared with MSU's maximum
amount of $123 under the indemnity plan.
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Worker plan gains momentum
WASHINGTON (AP)— If people who were sickened by working
at nuclear weapons plants during
the Cold War receive government
compensation, ,it might have as
much to with politics as compassion.
Lawmakers say House-Senate
negotiations on a compensation
plan — an idea that has significant
bipartisan support in Congress —
gained momentum Wednesday.
They broke down on Monday,
but resumed the next day after Republicans such as Tennessee Sen.
Fred Thompson made stinging remarks accusing House GOP leaders
of failing to negotiate in good faith.
Republican House members said
the issue could hurt them at the
polls and possibly swing House
control to the Democrats.
"There is a lot of pressure being
put on the House and rightly so,"
said Rep. Zach Wamp, R-Tenn.,

who represents workers at the Oak
Ridge nuclear reservation.
John Feehery, spokesman for
speaker House Speaker Dennis
Hastert, R-III., acknowledged that
the response from some GOP lawmakers prompted Republican leaders to go back to the bargaining table.
"It has given us a reason to
change our mind and work toward
getting a satisfactory conclusion,"
he said.
"Sometimes when constituents
make their case in an election year.
their voices are a little bit louder."
Last spring, the Energy Department reversed 50 years of federal
policy by declaring that workers injured or killed by radiation at weapons plants should be compensated.
The agency proposed minimum
lump sum payments of $100,000.
The Senate later approved a
measure calling for workers ex-

posed to radiation and toxic chemicals to receive $200,000 in compensation from the federal government, plus health benefits, hut
House GOP leaders balked, expressing concern about an entitlement program whose costs were
uncertain because it's not known
how many workers would qualify.
The Congressional Budget Office estimated the compensation
proposal would cost $1.7 billion to
cover approximately 4.000 workers
over 10 years.
Among the places that are home
to large groups of workers who
might qualify for compensation are
the key presidential election states
of California. Ohio and Washington.
Rep. Ed Whitfield. R-Ky., who
faces a tough re-election opponent
in Democrat Brian Roy. has been
pushing GOP House leaders to

reach a compromise and redoubled
his efforts after talks broke off.
"I'm sure they (GOP leaders)
understand the politics of it. and
that's why it's so puzzling." said
Whitfield, whose district is home to
the Paducah uranium enrichment
plant. "The reality is if you don't
pass important legislation, your opponent can always talk about it."
Wamp's Democratic opponent.
Will Callaway. issued a news release shortly after talks broke down
criticizing Wamp for not convincing GOP House leaders to back the
compensation package.
House Minority Whip David
Bonior, D-Mich., said failure to approve a compensation plan says
something about the "compassionate conservatism" Republicans
.have been touting.
"It's an excellent test of that.
and we'll see how compassionate
they are.— Bonior said.

State releases dropout numbers
VANESSA FEAGIN/Ledger & Times photo

A GRAND FACADE...A crew from Starks Construction has
been busy working on the downtown storefronts of Spann
Appraisal and Vintage Rose Emporium. The construction is
being performed in conjunction with the Murray Main Street
program.

Judge awards Smith
$449.7 million of estate
LOS ANGELES (API - A fed- lion she was entitled to as her
eral bankruptcy judge awarded for- share of her late husband's estate.
mer Playboy Playmate of the Year
The former model for Playboy,
Anna Nicole Smith $449.7 mil- Guess jeans and other magazines
lion Wednesday in her claim to and advertisements, was working
the estate of her late billionaire as a stripper at a topless bar in
husband, Texas oilman J. Howard Houston when she met Marshall.
Marshall.
She was 26 and he was 89 when
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Samuel they were married in 1994.
Bufford ruled that Marshall's
He died in 1995 at age 90,
youngest son. E. Pierce Marshall. leaving behind a fortune estimathad deprived Smith "of her ed at as. much as $1.§
billion,
expectancy of an inheritance."
Smith, who uses her married
Her attorney, Philip Boesch Jr.. name of Vickie
Lynn Marshall in
said Smith was "very pleased" and court
documents, claims her husbelieves the ruling "puts the mat- band intended
she would receive
ter to rest."
half of his estate.
Marshall called the ruling a -mis"He wanted to make me happy,"
carriage of justice" and said he
she testified last year. "My wish
would appeal.
was his command."
Bufford's decision came just a
But when he died, Marshall's
day before jury selection was scheduled to end in probate court in Hous- will bequeathed everything to the
ton, in a dispute over the validi- younger of his two sons.
ty of Marshall's will, which left
Bufford ruled that Marshall
all of the oilman's estate to his promised Smith
half his fortune
youngest son. That case pits both if she would marry
him. Smith's
Smith and Marshall's disinherited expected inheritance
was based on
elder son, J. Howard Marshall III, her "widow's
election," or right
against E. Pierce Marshall.
to elect against her husband's will,
"We are very pleased that a
"which made no provision for her,"
federal judge has agreed with the Bufford
said.
position that we have been advocating for the last several years.
"This extraordinary decision is
We look forward to,ur trial con- a miscarriage of justice that is not
tinuing in Houston, where we expect supported by the facts and will
our verdict to make the one in not stand up on appeal," E. Pierce
Marshall said in a statement issued
Los Angeles look small," said Terry
Giles, the attorney representing J. Wednesday night. "We are confiHoward Marshall III in the Texas dent that a Texas jury that is percase.
mitted to evaluate all of the eviSmith testified last year that E. dence in the case will allow my
Pierce Marshall defrauded her of father's clearly stated wishes to
be carried out."
between $556 million and $820 mil-

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
state on Thtirsday released dropout
numbers that were broken down by
race and gender for the first time.
Boys quit school in greater numbers than girls, while blacks and
Hispanics dropped out in greater
proportions than whites.
The Department of Education
data, from the 1998-99 school year,
also showed more students were retained in ninth grade than any
other, continuing a trend. Among
high school freshmen, one in eight
was held back during the period,
compared with one in 10 the year
before.
Also released Thursday were
scores from statewide tests administered last spring to measure students' academic "core content"
knowledge.
The department said over half
the state's schools — 618 in all —
performed well enough to qualify
for shares of a $22 million reward
pot. Seven others, all high schools.
would have qualified on the basis
of test scores alone but were disqualified because of excessive
dropouts.
Of the remainder, 414 schools
— just over a third — were classified as "maintaining." That meant
its performance was less than p.redieted but not by enough to require

special assistance.
out and retention rates, are factored numbers, roughly one student in 20
One hundred schools were clas- in. By next summer. every school quit high school in 1998-99. The
sified as needing assistance and
will be given a new baseline after figures included students who did
will be required to develop an imnonacademic data for the current not report by Oct. I. meaning they
dropped out over the summer.
provement plan. Forty-nine others
school year have been calculated.
were deemed to need even more asWhen grades 7 and 8 were factored
sistance, which is to include a schoAccording to the newly released in, the dropout rate was 3.4 percent
lastic audit.
The test scores, dropout and retention rates and other data were
compiled for second and final year
of Kentucky's transition to a new
school assessment and accoiiptability system.
The new will not be directly
comparable with the old, according
to department officials. Consequently, scores and other data from
1999 and 2000. the interim period,
DOWNTOWN TIME!!!!
were dealt with in isolation.
Murray Court Square
The long-term performance goal
for schools remained unchanged,
"Come Taste the
however. Schools are expected to
\VI
Bounty ofthe County"
reach a score of 100, on a performance scale of zero to 140. by 2014.
September 30, 2000
A score of 100 for a school
would mean its students, on aver7:30 a.m. - Noon
(.00
age, were academically "proficient." A score of 140 is "distinguished," the ideal. There are six
subcategories: nonperformer, mep0
,
040,
dium and high novice, and low,
medium and high apprentice.
Test results account for most of
For information call 753 7222• $5 per booth
a school's overall standing, but
nonacademic data, including drop-
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FROM OUR READERS

Facts needed
about gun law
Dear Editor:
"Arming America: The Origins of a National
Gun Culture," by Michael A. Bellesiles, Historian
at Emory University. explodes the popular American gun myth that the world and our government,
since its inception has been kept at bay by an
armed citizenry.
Meticulous research finds it just ain't so. Firearms
v‘ere unwieldy, Unreliable, unpopular.
Rare and expensive, they were subject to con-

scription by the government for national defense.
Not until the mid 1800s when improvement in
design came about did firearms become practical
for private citizens.
• Interestingly, author Bellesiles is himself a gun
enthusiast and owner, claiming no political agenda
"I don't have a stand."
Salon.com has an excellent Bellesiles interview,
"The Reasonable Gun Nut," Sept. 7.
Regardless of personal opinion in the matter of
gun law, it would seem wise to base opinion upon
fact rather than myth 150 years in the making.
Geraldine Mellon
223 Whitetail Lane
Hazel, KY 42049

U.S. falls short of goal
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
administration line for Yugoslav
WASHINGTON TODAY
President Slobodan Milosevic is that
he should be "out of power, out
of Serbia and in The Hague."
It's a good sound bite but adminGEORGE GEDDA
istration officials privately acknowledge that the goal of dispatching
Associated Press Writer
Milosevic to The Hague for trial
on war crimes charges has always changes its own rules during tri- believes vote count manipulations
als, which is legally unthinkable," by Yugoslav officials deprived Kosbeen a long shot.
tunica of a first round, absolute
A more realistic hope for the he has said.
The tribunal handed down indict- majority, victory on Sunday.
administration over the short term
is that Milosevic will emerge from ments against Milosevic and four
While showing hostility toward
the current electoral process either top aides two months after the the West. Kostunica would be a
severely weakened or driven from U.S.-led NATO air war over far different president than Milooffice altogether by disaffected vot- Yugoslavia began in March 1999. sevic, U.S. officials believe. They
It was the first time an internaers.
say he could be counted on to
It would be icing on the cake tional court has charged a sitting rule democratically and to refrain
if he were to suffer the added head of state with war crimes.
The indictment said there was from stirring up ethnic hatreds —
humiliation of being hauled before
a credible basis to believe that the all in sharp contrast to Milosevic.
the court, officials say.
The administration still insists
The reason, officials say, is that five were "criminally responsible"
that
Milosevic be delivered to The
any attempt to arrest the Yugoslav for the deportation of 740,000 KosoHague,
but it has been less vocal
leader would be tantamount to a vo Albanians and for the murder
about
the
issue lately.
of
340.
suicide mission, given the size of
Secretary of State Madeleine
Kostunica's sharp criticism of the
his security detail.
He is among dozens of Serbs, tribunal made him a difficult tar- Albright has been focusing on the
Croats and Muslims who have get for Milosevic during the cam- Yugoslav election campaign — and
been indicted but who have yet paign.
the prospect that Milosevic will
The opposition leader also emerge from the process totally
to be taken into custody by the
court, officially known as the Inter- defended the performance of the discredited by his own constituents.
national Criminal Tribunal for the Yugoslav Army during the KosoAlbright told a Senate comvo strife last year and was stri- mittee Tuesday that the authoriformer Yugoslavia.
There is not much hope that dent in his denunciations of the ties in Belgrade "have used every
Milosevic will be bundled off to 11-week NATO air war.
trick in the book to prevent a fair
The Hague even if his main oppoIn his race against Milosevic,
campaign, rig the election and disnent in last Sunday's presidential he steered clear of American offitort the results.
elections, Vojislav Kostunica, even- cials, mindful that anti-Milosevic
In so doing, they have fooled
tually assumes office. He first must nationalists might be offended.
no
one."
win an Oct. 8 runoff.
His tactics proved to be good
"Clearly now, Milosevic is a
Kostunica has derided the Hague politics.
tribunal, calling it "a political instiMilosevic appears to be weak- figure of the past. For too long,
tution."
er now than at any time since his lawlessness has weakened
"It's not even international ... assuming power more than a decade Yugoslavia; his cronies have robbed
it's an American tool for exerting ago.
Yugoslavia; and his mismanagement
pressure, and it even makes and
The Clinton administration has all but bankrupted Yugoslavia."

Tales of a whitewasher
The key phrase in Indepeddent
Counsel Robert Ray's conclusion
about the myriad accusations of
wrongdoing by Bill and Hillary
Clinton - from their years in
Arkansas to their years in Washington - is that "the evidence was
insufficient to prove to a jury that
they had committed any crime."
This is far from exoneration. This
is a tribute (depending on the
meaning one wishes to give the
word) to perhaps the most successful. widespread cover-up in
Our history.
It worked because - unlike the
Watergate cover-up, which fell apart
once the conspirators got cold feet
and started copping pleas - not a
single Clinton co-conspirator ratted.
Unbelievably, Susan McDougal
and Webster Hubbell were willing
to go to jail for the Clintons,
though they received little in return
for their misplaced loyalty. Richard
Nixon's mistake was that he had
some people on his staff who
either had a conscience buried
beneath their lawbreaking exteriors or were pragmatic enough to
throw the president to the legal
wolves in hopes of saving their
own skin.
Clinton made sure he hired people who shared his amorality or
destroyed the few who threatened
tci expose him as a crook and a
sexual harasser.
Ray noted a number of factors
that might have prevented his office
from winning a conviction against
the Clintoas, including the jury
pool in Washington, D.C., which
would have been composed largely of government workers and
minorities, many of whom might
be considered predisposed to think
well of the Clintons, regardless of
facts presented against the couple.

measure, which has the bipartisan backing of nearly two-thirds of Senate members.
Both versions would ensure that a variety of
trust funds begin receiving money again after years
of going with little or none.
For years, Congress has been diverting money
intended for the Land and Water Conservation
Fund, established in 1964, and other funds to the
general budget to make the annual deficit appear
smaller than it would otherwise.

Sept. 26 — USA Today, on Gore's loose lips:
What's the harm in a little hyperbole? Al Gore
is quickly finding out.
The vice president's looseness on details, whether
talking drug prices, oil supplies or lullabies, threatens to make him his own worst enemy in his
quest for the presidency. ...
The Bush campaign seized the opportunity to
feed its central campaign theme: that Gore, like
President Clinton, can't be trusted.
Earlier Gore assertions about creating the Internet and inspiring the 1970 romantic novel Love
Story supported the story line.
With polls showing that Republicans trail Democrats in public confidence for dealing with many
top issues Social Security, health care and the like
the idea is to make a generic argument for change
by tying the vice president to an outgoing president renowned for his skill at dissembling and
who lied openly about an affair with an intern.
But it's not quite that simple.
Gore now says his off-key paean to the "union
label" was an attempt at a joke before a friendly
Sept. 25 — The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, audience. A review of the videotape gives plausion federal Conservation and Reinvestment Act: bility to that explanation. ...
And Gore was in fact a member of a House
The Conservation and Reinvestment Act is one
of the few pieces of legislation that would bene- energy subcommittee when the oil reserve, creatfit many. many Americans in all walks of life and ed symbolically in 1975 without any money. was
one that Congress has just enough time to pass finally funded for the first time. ...
Hyperbole in politics is nothing new. Neither is
before its pre-election adjournment.
The House already has approved its version of the game of exaggerating the other side's supposed
mistakes. ... Gore should be on notice.
this important bill.
The sure way to stop the attacks on his credThe Senate version awaits a vote on the floor
of that chamber, having emerged in July from the ibility, fair or unfair, is to resist the temptation to
Energy and Natural Resources Committee. Presi- engage in campaign shorthand, overstatement or
dent Clinton on Thursday urged approval of the hyperbole and even deadpan humor.
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CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
It would have been the political version of the O.J. Simpson
trial. Not many believe the "real
killer" of Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ron Goldman has yet to be
identified. Honest Democrats with
whom I've spoken don't believe
the Clintons are virginal -when it
comes to lawbreaking.
A New York Times editorial
properly faulted the Clintons for
dragging out the investigation and
escalating its cost to the taxpayers: "From the day that questions
Were first raised about (the Clintons') relationship to Madison Guaranty, an Arkansas savings and loan
that went bust at a cost of more
than $70 million to the American
taxpayers. they and their political
confederates in the White House
and the executive branch went to
puzzling lengths to hobble legitimate investigations.
"Instead of candidly laying out
the facts of the matter, the Clinton apparatus instead stonewalled
the investigators and defamed the
Clintons' critics. All this gave rise
to suspicions that the Clintons had
something to hide and prolonged
the investigation."
The Times is an unindicted coconspirator in this because it twice
endorsed Clinton-Gore when it
could have backed President George
Bush and Bob Dole, two men with
higher principles and integrity. And
what's this about "puzzling
lengths"? What's puzzling about
someone whose moral compass

4
points to his groin and whose oath
of office should have been taken
on Hustler magazine, not the Bible?
The Wall Street Journal, which
has performed a public service by
making seven years of stories, editorials and columns on this administration's wrongdoing available in
several bound volumes, properly
characterized the plot of this sordid immorality play: "shady statements. slick lawyering, witness
intimidation and rhetorical assaults
on public servants."
The key players. said the editorial, "either -kept quiet or were
completely discredited by a brutal
White House attack machine."
One of many reasons change
is needed in Washington is so that
all of the evidence shut up inside
the "in-Justice Department" that
has managed to escape the shredder and the burn bag might see
the light of day.
Does anyone seriously believe
that if Al Gore is elected president, the public will ever learn
the whole truth about 'this administration's political rape of our
government'?
If the courts are unable to serve
justice in this case, the court of
public opinion should. But it cannot fully do so unless the coverup is uncovered and the stonewall
is torn down.
That will take a new president
and a new attorney general not
beholden to Bill Clinton, Al Gore
and the Democratic Party.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 22 — The Post and Courier, Charleston,
S.C., on fleeing Cubans receiving political asylum:
The two families that made an epic escape from
7.7uba — with nine out of the 10 men, women and
children aboard a tiny crop-duster plane almost
miraculously surviving a crasli into the ocean —
merit political asylum.
The U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service should let them all stay in the United States.
thus ensure that they are not entangled in another heartbreaking tug-of-war like that fought between
Communist Cuba and the Cuban exile community
over 6-year-old Elian Gonzalez.
By bringing all the survivors of the plane crash
to Key West. the Coast Guard made the families
eligible for asylum under the Cuban Adjustment
Act. which grants that right to any Cuban fleeing
the Castro regime who manages to set foot on
U.S. soil.
In an official note the Cuban government has
described the flight as an "act of piracy," a description at odds with reality:
But it is fair warning that if the escapees were
to be sent back to Cuba, they would be severely
punished — and most certainly persecuted — for
trying to escape the clutches of Castro. ...
As long as Castro continues to deny Cubans
the right to travel abroad, effectively maintaining
Cuba as a prison island, Cubans who risk their
lives without endangering others when they seek
freedom. deserve to be granted political asylum if
they succeed in reaching U.S. soil.

CAL'S THOUGHTS
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 26 — The Guardian, London, on
Yugoslavia's election:
Serbs may still be officially in the dark about
the identity of their next president but western
leaders professed no shadow of a doubt yesterday.
Slobodan Milosevic was electoral dead meat,
they all agreed: his principal opponent, Vojislav
Kostunica. had won an incontrovertible first-round
mandate in Sunday's poll.
The president's supporters, in stubborn contrast,
claimed their man was ahead in the count but
conceded that a second-round run-off may be necessary.
Under this scenario. Mr. Milosevic would have
a little less than two weeks, until Oct. 8, to intimidate, bribe, manipulate and coerce his way back
into a "winning" position.

Two things seem clear despite this contusing
war of words.
One is that Mr. Kostunica, by any normal measure, has indeed won a signal, remarkable victor)
on which he should be congratulated.
Serbs finally turned their backs in large numbers on Mr. Milosevic's decade-old tactic of dividing the nation into patriots and traitors. But it is
also clear that nobody, perhaps not even Mr. Milosevic himself, has any firm idea what he will do
now — yet whatever he decides is likely to spell
trouble.
Yesterday's concerted attempt to talk him into
history, to choreograph his swan song from afar,
is hot air filling a vacuum where a western policy should be.
Mr. Milosevic is down but, unfortunately, he
cannot yet be counted out.
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Early stimulation leads to life learning
QUESTION: What causes a
child to be a "slow learner" one who just doesn't learn like
other children in the classroom?
DR. DOBSON: There are Many
hereditary, environmental and physical factors that contribute to one's
intellect, and it is difficult to isolate the particular influences. For
many children who have difficulty in school, we will never know
precisely why their ability tO learn
is limited.
Let me tell you what is now
known about intellectual development that may explain some - but
not all -'cases of learning deficits.
Accumulating evidence seems
to indicate that some children who
are slow learners and even those

DR. JAMES DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
who have borderline retardation
may not have received proper intellectual stimulation in their very
early years. There appears to be
a critical period during the first
three to four years when the potential for intellectual growth must
be seized.
There are enzyme systems in
the brain that must be activated

DEATHS
Mrs. Juanita Cothran Jones
Mrs. Juanita Cothran Jones, 72, Cadiz, died Tuesday. Sept. 26.
2000, at 6:30 p.m. at Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
Her husband, James Leslie Jones, died Oct. 9, 1990, and one son,
Leslie Dewey Jones, died June 2, 1979. Also preceding her in death
were one sister. Margie Nell Mitchuson. and'one grandchild, Rachel
Elizabeth Gilles. Born March 22, 1928, in Golden Pond. she was the
daughter of the late John Cothran and Ethel Baker Cothran.
Mrs. Jones was a member of Pleasant Hill Pentecostal Church, but
attended Trinity Gospel Tabernacle, Norionville, where she was a member of the Ruth Class.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Gilles and husband,
Rev. James, Evansville. Ind.; three sons. the Rev. James Howard Jones
and wife, Joanne. and Don Allen Jones, all of Nortonville. and Mike
Jones and wife. Mitzi. Cadiz; three sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Murray, Mrs. Christine Geerdes, Paducah, and Mrs. Patricia Lane, Coldwater, four brothers. Lawrence Cothran, Cook Station, Mo.. Obie Gene
Mitchuson, Dexter. Roger Mitchuson, Paris, Tenn., and Gary Mitchuson, Hardin: nine grandchildren, Heather Brashears, Mindy Cameyhan,
Bethany Jones. Allen Wesley Jones, Kaylene Jones, Aaron Gilles,
Gabrielle Gilles. Maegan Jones and Morgan Jones; two great-grandchildren, Tierson Carneyhan and Matthew Cameyhan.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Trinity Gospel Tabernacle,
Nortonville. The Rev. James Cox, the Rev. Steve Hibbs and the Rev.
Howard Jones will officiate. Music will be by Steve and Martene
Hibbs. vocalists, and the church choir.
Pallbearers will be Tammy Hanberry, Jack Hanberry, Donnie Snyder. Buell Snyder. Roger Lilly and Robert Edmonds. Graveside rites
will be 3:30 p.m. Friday at Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Visitation will be at Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz, after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday) and at the church from 10 a.m. until the funeral
hour on Friday.

during this brief window. If the
opportunity is missed, the child
may never reach his capacity.
Children who grow up in
deprived circumstances are more
likely to be slow learners. They
may not have heard adult language regularly. They have not
been provided with interesting
books and puzzles to occupy their
sensory apparatus. They have not
been taken to the zoo, the museum or other exciting places.
They have not received daily
training and guidance from adults.
This lack of stimulation may inhibit the brain from developing properly.
The effect of early stimulation
1111_ living brains__has__been—studie-din several fascinating animal experiments. In one study, researchers
divided littermate rats into two identical groups. The first was given
maximum stimulation during the
first few months of life.
These rats were kept in welllighted cages, surrounded by interesting paddle wheels and other
toys. They were handled regularly and allowed to explore outside
their cages. They were subjected
to learning experiences and then
rewarded for remembering.
The second group lived the opposite kind of existence. These rats
crouched in dimly lighted, drab,
uninteresting cages. They were not
handled or stimulated in any was
and were not permitted outside
their cages. Both -groups were fed
identical food.
At 105 days of age. all the rats

were sacrificed to permit examination of their neurological apparatus. The researchers were surprised to find that the high-stimulation rats had brains that differed in se‘eral important ways:
( I) the cortex tthe thinking part
of the brain) was thicker and wider:
12)the blood supply was much more
abundant: i3) the enzymes' necessary for learning were more sophisticated.
The researchers concluded that
the stimulation experienced during the first group's early lives
had resulted in more advanced and
complex brains.
It is alv% ay s risky to apply conclusions from animal research
directly to humans, hut the same
kinds of changes probably occur
in the brains of highly stimulated
children. It- parents want their children to be capable. they should
begin by talking to them at length
while they are still babies. Interesting mobiles and winking-blinking toys should be arranged around
the crib. From then on through
the toddler years, learning activities should he programmed regularly.
Of course, parents must understand the difference between stimulation and pressure. Providing
books for a 3-year-old is stimulating. Ridiculing and threatening
him because he can't read them
is pressuring. Imposing unreachable expectations can have a damaging effect on children.
If early stimulation is as important as it no‘s appears. then the
lack thereof may be a leading
cause of learning impairment among
schoolchildren. It is imperative that
par,ins take the time and invest
their resources in their children.
The necessity for providing rich.
edifying experiences for young children has never been so obvious
as it is today.
** ** **
QUESTION: What do you

think of the phrase "Children
should be seen and not heard"?
DR. DOBSON: That statement
reveals a profound ignorance of
children and their needs. I can't
imagine how any loving adult could
raise a vulnerable little boy or girl
by that philosophy. Children are like
clocks: they must he allowed to
run!

OfficeDEPOT
Taking Care of Business

Mrs. Rose Elizabeth Gustafson
Graveside services for Mrs. Rose Elizabeth Gustafson will be Friday at II a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.
Mrs. Gustafson. 91, U.S. 641 South, Hazel, died Wednesday. Sept.
27, 2000, at 1:27 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, David A. Gustafson.

James W. Shockley
James W. Shockley, 88, Mayfield, died Tuesday. Sept. 26, 2000. at
8:15 p.m. at the home of his son, Bill Shockley in Dallas, Texas.
Mr. Shockley was a retired minister of the Church of Christ.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
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Dr. James Dobson is president
of the nonprofit organitation Focus
on the Family. P.O. Box 444. Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903: or
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stock
unc - price unchanged
Add ,1 r-,nal Int orrnanrin Available
Rc

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

HILLIARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
JJB

W L Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Inventory Redaction Sale thl
All Departments In True Value Hardware Store Only

/0 off
211/10
STOREWIDE
SEPTEMBER 27TH THRU 30TH
WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT. ONLY

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
(Excludes Outdoor Division)

CHESTNUT STREET• MURRAY, KY•(270)753-2571 • HOURS: MON.-SAT. 7:30-5:00
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Birthday celebration
for Mrs. Doyle Sunday
Mrs. Loree Strader Doyle of
Murray will be honored at a 100th
birthday celebration from 2 to 3
p.m. on Sunday. Oct. 1, in the
"old" fine arts building at Murray State University.
The celebration is being sponsored by the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of Daughters of the American Revolution in collaboration
with the Fine Arts Department of
MSU.
All relatives and friends of Mrs.
Doyle are invited to call during
the one-hour reception on Sunday..
Mrs. Doyle was born Oct. 17,
1900. in Cowlas, Webster County, Nebraska to the late James
Robert Strader and Jane Gill
Albright Strader/
She was married Sept. 22, 1921,
to Price (Pop) Doyle, longtime
head of the Fine Arts Department
of MSU since 1930, who died
May 5. 1967.
Mrs. Doyle was a past member of Murray Magazine Club and
of the Alpha and Music Departments of the Murray Woman's
Club until ill health caused her
resignation in 1944.
The Murray Genealogical Society was organized in her home in
1962, and she was active in the
printed productions of that society in the early years.
When the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR was organized in Murray in 1948, Mrs.
Doyle became .a charter members
, and has held many offices in the
society, including six terms of
three years as registrar. •
She has 13 ancestors who served
in the Revolutionary War.
She is a well known genealogist, not only of the Strader and
Doyle families, but of the early
Calloway County families as well.
She said she has never charged

MRS. LOREE DOYLE
NEW GAME..."Ring Around the Rosy" is a new game todfor this work, but regarded it as dlers and
twos learn at the New Beginnings Learning Cenher community service.
ter. Pictured, from left, Payton Allison, Trace Villanueva,
Mrs. Doyle is the author of
"Some Descendants of Captain Brian Wilhem, Melissa Tabers, teacher, Nicolas Hawkins,
Wendell Oury," for whom the local back to camera, and Blaine Tabers, center.
DAR chapter is named.
She also wrote a family history of her family and that of the
Doyle family connecting with her
late husband's lineage.
The Murray woman is one of
the oldest members of First Christian Church, having joined the
congregation shortly after arriving
Marylin Liddle, president,
in Murray in the summer of 1930. presided at the September meetShe has one son, Robert Larra- ing of the Hazel Woman's Club
bella (Larry) Doyle and wife, Bar- held at the Hazel Community Cenbara, of Cincinnati, Ohio.
ter.
Her three grandchildren are Alan
Final plans were made for the
Robert Doyle and wife, Terri, and
annual
Classic Car Show which
Michael Price Doyle and wife,
the
club
sponsors each year in
Lisa, all of Cincinnati, and Nancy
Romano and husband, Thomas conjunction with the Hazel Day
ROTARY SPEAKER...Elaine
Celebration. This year it will be
Joseph Romano Jr. of New York
Spalding, president of PaduOct.
7
at
the
Hazel
Communi
ty
state. Her six great-grandchildren
cah Chamber of Commerce,
Center.
are Joel Howe Romano, Nial Robert
spoke
about plans for PadRomano,
Christopher
John
"This is one of the club's means
ucah which include the Four
Romano, Kathleen
Elizabeth of raising funds which will be
Rivers Performing Arts CenRomano,Jeffery Michael Doyle and used to benefit the community,"
Steven Anthony Doyle.
ter at a meeting of the MurLiddle said. Club members will also
ray Rotary Club.
be serving home cooked food for
lunch at the center.

Hazel club
makes plans
for show

ATTEND THE
COMMUNITY RESOURCE FAIR
THIS WEEKEND!
by Margaret Johnson
R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T.
Offering Swedish Massage,
Chair Massage, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling & Para Fango Body Wrap

Other members present were
Hilda Bennett, Linda Bennett, Carmaleta Eldridge, Sandra Gallimore.
Carla Halkias, Pat Latimer, Renee
Lax, Mary Ann On, Nancy Overbey, Sharon Ray, Marla Thompson and Janice Wilkinson.

Call for appt. 270-753-0882
PIEPOLIDIES

FREE FROM
ESTEE LAUDER

Sims reunion on Saturday
Descendants of the late Mr. and Mrs. James (Jimmy) Sims will
be Saturday in the fellowship hall of Cuba Church of Christ. Sims
was a farmer and shoe cobbler who came to Kentucky in the early
1800s. They had seven children. A potluck meal will be served at
noon. This is open to all relatives and interested persons. For information call Maurice Sims at 1-270-382-2211 or Vivian Heathcott
Leis at 1-270-328-8871.

Mature Driving Class scheduled
A 55 Alive Mature Driving Class will be Oct. 1 and 8 from 1
to 5 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, 1408 Sycamore
St.. Murray. C.W. Cooper will be the instructor, to sign up for the
class call 435-4137.

J.A.K.E.S. event on Saturday
Calloway County' Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation will have its third annual J.A.K.E.S. (juniors acquiring knowledge ethics and sportmanship) event Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Pine Creek Pay Lake off Highway 94 West at Lynn Grove.
Registration will start at 9:30 a.m. For information call Jimmy
Houston, 759-1599, or Chris Drew, 753-0347 or Dianna Phillips,
1-270-527-2072.

Ballet class planned
The Murray Family YMCA will offer an adult and children ballet class starting Oct. 2 with registration deadline being today
(Thursday). There will be morning and evening classes offered. For
information or registration call Brenda at 759-9622.

Sweatshirt workshop Friday
Joanne Ellegood. Master Homemaker Clothing Volunteer from
Carlisle County, will teach a class on Cathedral Window Sweatshirt Jacket on Friday at 10 a.m. in the Weaks Community Center auditorium. For more information call Jane Steely, county extension agent in home economics at 753-1452.

Plans were made to attend the
fall district conference of First
District of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs on Oct. 25 at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Hostesses were Carolyn Parks and
Betty Hudson.

Irm Massage Therapy & Spa

1304-T Chestnut
Dixieland Shopping Center

Clarkie Butterworth, member,
presented a talk on "Family Violence." Elaine Paschall, member,
explained about voter participation.

Another new support chapter here will be the Murray Chapter of the National Stuttering Association which will have its
first meeting Monday, Oct. 16, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in room
225 of Murray State University Special Education Building on
North 16th Street.
Brian Buchanan, chairperson, and Dr. Jo Ann Hammons,
clinical sponsor, said "the purpose will be to provide people
who stutter opportunities to practice speech fluency, learn new
techniques, round table discussion, meet other people who stutter-and learn what helps them, and stutter openly without fear
of embarrassment"
Anyone who stutters or has a special interest in stuttering is
invited to come. No fee or RSVP is required, just walk in Oct.
16. For information call Buchanan at 753-6822,lionheart@apex.net
or Dr. Hammons at 762-6810, jo-ann.hammons@coe.murraystate.edu.

Men's breakfast at Blood River
Men's Association of Blood River Baptist Church will have its
breakfast on Saturday at 8 a.m. at the church. Gerald Alexander
of the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife will be the guest speaker. This
breakfast featuring county ham and the usual things is open to all
interested men in the community.
KIWANIS SPEAKER...Barry
Eadens, new director of pharmacy at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis
Club. His talk, "Thinking
Makes My Head Hurt!" concerned problem-solving and
critical-thinking topics.

SUBSCRIBE

Garland reunion on Sunday
Descendants and friends of the late Amos Garland and Alice
Elkins Garland will have a reunion on Sunday in the senior citizens area of the Weaks Community Center. A potluck meal will
be served at 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call 437-4195 or 753-8490.

Beach party planned Saturday
A party in honor of Olen (Butez) Beach in celebration of his
90th birthday will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Benton Senior Citizens Center, Golf Lane, Benton. Beach is formerly from the Kirksey community. A potluck meal will be served. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Woman's Club meeting Thursday
Peak Color is your all-new free gift
with any Estee Lauder purchase of
20.00 or more. Worth 60.00
1. Gorgeous lips
True Lipstick (full-size)
2. Fast, fabulous lips
Lip Stick defines, fills in.
3. Designer eyes
Two-In-One Eyeshadow Duo
4. Glamorous lashes
More Than Mascara®
Moisture-Binding Formula
5. An instant glow
Fruition Extra Multi-Action Complex
6. Firm,smooth skin
Resilience Elastin Refirming Creme
7. Exclusive Cosmetic Bag

Offer good while supplies last.
Quantities limited.
One gift to a customer during gift time

lie Place
305 S. 12th St.• Murray

o :
Theatres :
:
1008 Chestnut St.
•
Matinees Sat. & Sun Only :

Original Kings Of Comedy :
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40:

Murray Woman's Club will have its first general meeting of the
2000-2001 club year tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. John Dale, pulpit minister of Glendale Road Church of
Christ, will be the guest speaker. A potluck salad supper will be
served with members of the Kappa and Music Departments as
hostesses.

Benefit car wash on Friday
Calloway County Day Treatment Center will have car wash at
Hardee's parking lot Friday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Proceeds will
go to the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center to help
them purchase a new pool table.

The Crew
.
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9:30:

Announce your Wedding, Engagement, or Social Event
in the Murray Ledger & Times. You'll be glad you did!

Urban Legends 2 :
R - 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:00 - 9:10

SONNY AND %/ADA PUCKETT'S

Cafe Capone's

Bait
R - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:20- 9:45

sr.

The Watcher
.
•
R - 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10 - 9:20 :
Autumn In New York :
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:25 :.
Bring It On
.
It13 - 1:05 - 3:15 - 7:05 - 9:15:
.
Program Information
Call 753-3314

i
.

•S

!! MEN!MEN!!
HAVE You WINED & DINED
YOUR LADY LATELY?
f

DON'T You THINK IT'S TWO
YOU WILL BE "THE MAN"
WHEN You WINE & DINE HER AT

Cafe Capone's
Downtown • Fulton. BY
270-472-1480
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Hanna receives doctorate at Auburn

BIRTHS
Rebekah Susan
Balmer
Wade and Stephanie Balmer,259 Lawson Rd.. Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Rebekah Susan Balmer. born
on Friday. Sept. 15, 2000, at 12:03
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds eight
ounces and measured 19 1/4 inches.
The mother is the former Stephanie
Sammons. Three sisters are Laiken. 4,
Madeline. 2, and Elizabeth, I.
Grandparents are Steve and Susan
Sammons of Murray and Larue and
Nancy Balmer New Smyma Beach. Ha.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Sue Sammons and Mrs. Fannilee Buchanan, both
of Murray, Col. and Mrs. Walter George,
Orlando, Fla., and Mrs. Lillian Balmer,
Maitland, Fla.

Steven Andrew Hanna
received his doctorate degree
of
forest
philosophy,
soils/ecology from Auburn
University. Auburn. Ala... on
Aug. 14.
His studies were corn
pleted in RusselL ounty
Ala., with his dissthqon
on
"The
M idrotati
Response of the Loblolly
Pine to Fertilization and Vegetation Control."
He resides with his wife,
Ruth, and son. Eric, at 1149
Sanders St., Auburn, Ala.,
or cards may be mailed to
him to P.O. Box 2506.
Auburn, AL 36831.
Two other sons are Scott
and Zamea, of Cleveland,
Tenn., and one daughter is
Karina Hanna, New Haven.

and Don Hanna of Georgia.
His grandparents are (luflICI:
Helm of Robinson. Ha.. and the
late Glenard Helm of Hamlin. and
the late Claude and Ella Hanna
of Robinson. Fla.
His brothers and sisters are
Mark Hanna. Chattanooga. Tenn .
Deborah Hanna Valle. Robinson.
Ha.. Connie Hanna Scarborough
and husband. Rick, Murray. Teresa Stuckey Austin. Evansville. Ind..
Ii I
:tnd Amy Hanna Murra

(),je

tan'ii

PIj

Earth Share

STEVEN HANNA
Conn.
Hanna is the son ot Mrs. Virginia Hanna Luffman of Hamlin

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Johnson

Parker-Johnson vows
are said in Nashville
Melody Anne Parker and Andrew Clifton Johnson were married
Saturday, Aug. 12, 2000, at 6:30 p.m. at Woodmont Christian Church,
Nashville, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Sam and Janie Parker of Nashville,
formerly of Murray. The groom is the son of Clifton and Ann Johnson, also of Nashville.
Prior to the ceremony the groom and his parents entered the sanctuary and lit a candle on the alter in memory of the groom's grandparents. Denman Frazer officiated at the ceremony. Music include
classical pieces performed by Southern Strings of Nashville and Gary
Armstrong, trumpet. Lee Owen was vocalist. Ronnie King, Benton,
uncle of the bride, led a prayer, and the bride's father read a poem.
Escorted by her father, the bride wore a dress of ivory bridal satin.
The full-length gown featured a princess-style waistline and a strapless bodice. It was adorned with beadwork on the bodice and hem
of the skirt. A matching stole complimented the gown. Her elbowlength veil of illusion flowed from a headband featuring the beadwork. Her bouquet was of red roses.
Laurie Parker and Wendy Vasquez, both of Nashville and sisters
of the bride, served as maid of honor and matron of honor respectively. Bridesmaids included Christy Puettman, Haley Colwell and
Brooke Thomas, all of Nashville.
They wore formal dresses featuring a strapless bodice of black
satin and a champagne-colored full-length skirt,- and matching stoles
worn in the same manner as the bride. They carried nosegays of red
roses tied with black satin ribbon.
Heather Lowe, daughter of Rodney and Cindy Lowe of Murray,
was flower girl. She wore a floor-length ivory silk dress trimmed in
beadwork similar to the that of the bride. She carried a nosegay of
red roses and baby's breath and in her hair wore a halo made of
matching flowers.
Clifton Johnson, father of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Buck Billings, Jonathan Purkey, Frank Batson III, Jackson Routh,
Travis Simpson and Corey Redding, all of Nashville, Heath Giles,
Lewisburg, Tenn., and Brent Anderson,. Murray.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedos with ivory shirts
and black vests with matching neckties. They wore red rose boutonnieres.
Jennifer King and Meghan King of Murray, cousins of the bride,
presided at the guest register.
A reception followed at Union Station Historic Wyndham Hotel,
Nashville. A light buffet was served, followed by a dance with music
by Cliff Notes, a Nashville band.
The couple spent their honeymoon at the ElConquistador Resort,
Puerto Rico.
They are now residing in Nashville.

Gibbs to celebrate birthday
Mrs. Rachel Barber Gibbs will
celebrate her 90th birthday on
Sunday, Oct. I.
She is now a resident in Room
114, West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
No celebration is planned, but
Mrs. Gibbs said she would appreciate receiving cards.
She was married Dec. 15, 1928,
to Virgil Gibbs who died March
24, 1995. One daughter, Doris
Gibbs Morris, also preceded her
in death.
Her children are Glen (Bud)
Gibbs and wife. Mary Lou, Dwain
Gibbs and wife, Sherry, and Jean
Gibbs Woods, all of Murray.
Mrs. Gibbs has four grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.

&MC6
'

WIE MUST
SCA-OUT
the BAFIE
toWALLS.

WE'RE CLOSING OUR
DOORS FOREVER!

191/9

WE HAVE BEDROOM SETS, LIVING ROOM SETS,
DINING ROOM SETS, RECLINERS, CURIOS,
SLEEP SOFAS, BEDS, OCCASIONAL TABLES,
MATTRESSES, CHAIRS, ACCESSORIES, LAMPS,
OCCASIONAL PIECES, DESKS, WALL UNITS,
ORIENTAL RUGS AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE!

INIIIMIPTHING II
PIMA.TO NOVI
Hurry In While Selection is Good.

MO

TH5
SAME AS ,.„/ CASH!
V.

When They're Gone...

THEY ARE GONE!
RACHEL GIBBS

Vit‘te7qouggrt
(
ec`-eCutting Edge

CAS
PAY
j riCK UP
'
& SAVE MOREL

Hair • Tan • Spa

,

OMB OFF BODY WRAPS
Lose 10-20 Inches Instantly
Expires 10-27-00
Located Behind Cracker Barrel

3

WALK INS
WELCOME

759—f31:29-

-"-e 7;arYsi•ICigarrnAtt
OVCICY-;
Mows:

-Weritage

orturneni

CO.

Keepsake Monuments,Inc.
*Computer generated designs
•Competitive prices
•Memorialization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Daily 10-9pm

11111111111111111111
208 EAST MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY • 270-753-4834

*Discounts taken from our
offering prices which may or
may not have resulted in prior
sales.

*Photos are for illustration
purposes only ask sales staff
availability.
for
Going out of business tic # 00.01 Sale to end on or before Nov. 13, 2000.

Sunday 12-6pm

Cash, Check, MasterCard and Visa Accepted.

I L'Izl• 1c LI

I lit I l'1;1:11l1 10 I VLk1 CE I: lit LI Will
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Tigers, Heath deal with tragedy, each other
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
With the exception of the won-loss record, when
the Murray High football team looks at Heath, the
Tigers almost see a mirror image of themselves.
Both programs don the same colors, boast a proud
gridiron tradition and have experienced their share
of emotional turmoil recently.
The 12th-ranked Tigers 14-1)- are coming off a
28-13 win over Class A First District rival Ballard
Memorial Friday at Ty Holland Field. The 'game
was MHS' first since the death of junior girls' soccer standout MaIlary France in an automobile accident Sept. 16.
Another Murray. student. Bradley Kirks, died in
a car accident a month earlier. and Tiger offensive
coordinator Rob Richey. the owner of University
Tire and Auto, is recovering from second-degree
burns sustained in a Sept. 7 work accident.
"It was an awful hard week for us, the school
and the community,- said MHS head coach Rick
Fisher. "Everybody loved Mallary, and we're never
going to overcome that (loss). We just have to deal
with it and move on.Meanwhile, Heath (1-4) won its first game of the
season Friday with a 25-7 decision at home over
McLean County. The Pirates accomplished the feat
without head coach Robert Dew, who suffered a
mild heart attack earlier last week.
"Their kids are having to rally around their own
situation.- said Fisher, who noted that Dew has two
assistants who held First District head coaching positions in David Dodd (Fulton City) and Wade Buchanan
(Ballard Memorial).
"That's one of the good things that (Dew) has
going for him. His program is in good hands, and
Dodd and Buchanan) know us pretty well."
The recent string of tragedy at MHS lingered
during the Tigers' win over Ballard. Murray was
guilty of 13 penalties, including two infractions that
negated touchdowns, and the Bombers reached paydirt on a 63-yard scoring pass and an 89-yard kickoff return.
Tailbacks Anthony Cogdell and Thomas Olive
combined for 283 rushing yards and three TDs,
MHS did not commit a turnover and the Tiger
defense and special teams tacked on 10 points via
a safety and a fumble recovery in the end zone.
However. Fisher's squad had trouble putting the
Bombers away despite holding Letiz Arnold to 37
yards on the ground.

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
sEAF43012) the game!

It sk,i, a really hard game on the kids," Fisher
explained. "We had a lot of kids crying after the
game, and it wasn't for football reasons — it was
from the stress of the week.
"We played very well defensively against the
leading rusher in western Kentucky."
Cogdell, who missed the Russellville game Sept.
15 with a severe leg laceration, tallied 151 yards in
12 carries against Ballard.
The only other entry on the Tiger injury list concerns junior fullback-linebacker Jon Hedges, who
will not practice this week but will play Friday with
a sprained left foot.
The Heath contest will also be Homecoming for
Murray — the celebration was originally 'scheduled
for the Ballard tilt. But Fisher noted that the atmosphere in the MHS camp is "returning to normalcy"
as his players are starting to regain their focus.
"Right now, we're more worried about ourselves
and fixing the things we need to take care of," said
Fisher. whose troops embark on a three-game district road trip after hosting Heath.
"It's not who you play but how you play, and
we're going for four straight, wins."
To do that. Murray will need to stop Heath's
pro-style offense that features tailback Corey Turner and 300-pound linemen Chris Lipscomb and Cody
Morehead and is led by quarterback Michael Ledgerwood.
"(Heath) has a pretty nice passing attack with a
good quarterback and a nifty running back that has
played well the last few weeks," said Fisher of the
Pirates, who totaled just six points in their first
three games. "Heath may be a little bigger (than
Ballard Memorial), but they don't have quite the
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
team speed that Ballard has."
FEEL THE HEAT...Ballard Memorial's Tyler Pittman (7) is pressured by Murray's Steven Prince
When Murray takes possession, Fisher thinks his
(44)and Richard Blalock (62) in the Tigers 28-13 district win Friday at Ty Holland Field.
team will need to keep the Pirates' 5-3 defense honest with an efficient passing scheme, using both
yards versus Ballard but did recover a muffed punt big plays.
Olive, the former starting QB, and current signalin the end zone for a touchdown.
"You've got to get kids to make plays, and we
caller Josh Garland.
"(Smith) is such an athlete that we have to get need,a few more players to step up like that. Big"(Heath) puts eight people in the box and tries
"Arl4:•bffelise," Fisher said. time players make big-time plays, and we're getting
to force you to pass," Fisher said. "We want to hcfrile More4111Y4M1 in
"He's made a big play for us in every game so far, some kids to do the things we need them to do to
establish the run first to set up the pass, but we're
and we need to give him more chances to make help get us on top."
trying to develop our passing game.
"We're making strides, but it's not developing as
fast as we want it to."
A possible solution could be giving flanker Bobby
Smith more touches.
Smith. a senior and the defending Class A state
triple jump champion, had just one reception for 4

THE MHS HOMECOMING QUEEN WILL BE
CROWNED AT THE MHS VS. HEATH GAME

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Issacs, Owners

is NEW LOCATION "V
CI

714 North 12th St.• Murray It
JCPenney Shopping Center
on the old Fashion Bug Building)

•

EVERYDAY SPECIAL

3 $7.50

For
• New Releases
2 Night Rental

..)

•

Supporting Our
Home Teams

là
The place to go before
or after the game!

GO TIGERS
201 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-2411

DINE-IN • PICK-UP • FREE DELIVERY'
VIDEO SUPER STORE
753-7670

1111111milmilii

Melt Away The
Pounds And Stress

FORD
MERCURY

804 Chestnut St.

753-6656

It's not easy being in the
shoes of a single parent.

LINCOLN
PRouo
SUPPORTIR Of
TIGOt FOOTBALL
Foie 70 YEARS.

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
•Brake Service
•Transmission Service

•Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned & Operated

507 S. 12th
(next to Log Cabin Restaurant)

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273 •701 Main Street

elrer-a. rerterkiracii•
Area rS316if tarp
%callable. (II

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY

759-2265
Professional Lubrication For Your
Car, Truck, Motor Home

Here's To A
Winning Season!

Call Today.

53-6

1300 N. 12th St.• 753-4424

U

)11%. I:1\41

UNLEA.s11 YOI.R POTENTIAL

SCREEN PRINTING
308 NORTH 12th STREET • MURRAY. KY
270-753-7743

SvoewoRT Vow..? 72;44-r/

Today, one out of four kids is being raised
by a single parent. If you're in those shoes,
the Y can give you the support you need.
We help kids build strong values and
develop self-esteem. So join and
see how we fit your family.

The Family YMCA.It's for all of you,Bl
808 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY )r

759-9622
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Racers smash
UT-Martin 7-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's soccer team picked up its first-ever
Ohio Valley Conference win and the
fifth shutout of its inaugural varisty
season with a 7-0 win over visiting Tennessee-Martin Wednesday.
The Racers (7-4, 1-1 OVC)
played their entire bench in the
game and kept the ball on the
Skyhawk side of the field for most
of the.
- MSU out-shot Tennessee-Martin
(0-11, 0-2 OVC) 41-3 and had 23
shots on goal to UTM's one.
Sophomore forward Brooke
Royer got her first game-winning
goal of the season by putting Murray State on the scoreboard with
a pass from freshman forward
Jackie Thomas with 26:46 elapsed.
Freshman midefielder Lindsey
Gustafson added to the MSU lead
by taking a pass from sophomore
midfielder Christine Brannen in
front of the goal.

The final goal of the first half
came from freshman forward
Brooke Lencki, who took a loose
ball in front of the goal and pounded it in with 40:26 elapsed.
Gustafson struke again early in
the second half when she drove
to the Skyhawk goal and kicked
it in with 55:06 elapsed for her
second goal of the game and her
third of the season.
Thomas also got into the scoring game sending home her teamleading fifth goal of the season
on a quick. pass from senior forward April Freeman with 59:35
elapsed.
Freeman then scored a goal of
her own by popping in a pass
from Thomas with 60:13 elapsed.
Jill Condon completed the Racers' offensive output with the final
goal of the contest on a direct
kick with 84:40 elapsed.
MSU returns to action Saturday when it travels to Arkansas
State for a 1 p.m. match.

Coach's
show
goes on
the road

tlit

—

"N.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Tumes photo

WATCH THAT STEP!...Murray State's Shauna Kline (16) oversteps the ball while a Tennessee-Martin player defends on the play. The Racer soccer team picked up their firstever OVC home win, defeating the Skyhawks 7-0 Wednesday at Cutchin Field.

U.S. athletes enjoy happy, sad times at Olympics
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —
Olympic history, the sequel.
A happy tale for Marion Jones;
winner of the second track and
field gold of the unprecedented
five she's chasing. A sad story for
the defending champion U.S.
women's soccer team — it lost
3-2 in Overtime to Norway, squan-

dering a chance to win its second
straight gold.
Jones pulled away from the
world's best sprinters in Thursday's 200-meter final like she was
turbocharged.
Under intense scrutiny both
because of her quest for five track
golds at one Summer Games —

something no woman has ever
achieved — and for the revelation that her shot-putter husband
tested positive for steroids. Jones
seemed completely at ease as she
sped to the finish line in 21.84
seconds. She stopped to kiss and hug
husband C.J. Hunter, watching from

the stands, after the race. Hunter
Jones also is part of the 1,600
has denied he knowingly took relay team and is in the long jump
drugs to imprOve his performance. final Friday. It's her weakest event.
Off the track. Jones got some
"I don't think anybody doubtgood news when world-class U.S.
ed
me in the sprints. But my real
sprinter Inger Miller said she would
be back from a hamstring injury test will come tomorrow." she said.
In women's soccer, Norway won
to compete in the 400-meter relay
on Friday.
a dramatic gold medal game.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Joe Pannunzio Show, the
weekly radio show featuring Murray State's first-year head football coach, has changed its location for the 2000 season by going
on the road for each broadcast.
The change came with hopes
of increasing support for the radio
program and to increase support
for the Racer football team. The
endeavor has been very successful through the first four weeks.
The first two show of 200 were
held on campus at Winslow Cafeteria. while the third show was
broadcast from the Alpha Sigma
Phi fraternity house. Last week's
show was aired from the Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority suite.
Pannunzio is pleased with the
amount of support it has received.
"It's been great to go out and
do the show at different locations
around campus and in the community," he said.
The show plans to travel to
Marshall County and Paducah later
this season. Today's is scheduled
for Princeton.
The Joe Pannunzio Show can
be heard each Thursday at 6:30
p.m. on all Racer Radio Network
affiliates.

Writer looks to gain ground in picks contest
I was a sophomore at Murray
State in the fall of 1994 when my
World Geography professor was
none other than Murray Schools
Superintendent Dr. W.A. Franklin.
That semester was one that the
Murray High football team would
like to forget, as it lost the Class
A state championship game 18-16
to Beechwood on a missed call.
The following Tuesday, Franklin
told our class about the decisive
play.
You know the story: the Beechwood quarterback threw the ball
in the air when the final gun
sounded, thinking the game was
over.
A Tiger player caught the ball
in the end zone, only to have the
touchdown negated by an inadvertent whistle.
The way Franklin told the tale
showed his knowledge for football, and the fact that I only topped
Calloway County Superintendent
Dr. Larry Salmon by one game
last week tells me I've got some
work to do if I want to take the
lead in The Ledger & Times picks
contest.
Unfortunately, Franklin is out
of town this week and will not
be able to be our guest panelist.
That means that Ledger staff
writer Eddie Sheridan will pinchhit as this week's guest, inheriting a one-game lead over yours
truly with Ledger sports editor
Scott Nanney five games back
Heath at Murray
It's Homecoming week at MHS,
and the Tigers couldn't have a
better guest than Heath, the 48thbest Class 2A team in The Courier-Journal's Litkenhous Ratings.
Heath's computer rating of 20.6
is exactly 40 points lower than
that of Murray, the Litkenhous'
14th-ranked Class A program.
The MHS community has suf
fered a lot during the young school
year with the deaths of two students, and those recent tragedies
still weigh heavily on the minds
of the Tiger football team.
But Murray honored the memory of its classmates with its 2813 home win over Ballard Memoridl last week, and the healing
will
continue
process
Friday...Tigers.
Calloway Co. at Marshall
• Returning to the Litkenhous Ratings, this meeting between Calloway (76.2) and Marshall (78.0)
in Draffenville should be as close
as Marshall's 10-6 win at lack
Rose Stadium a year ago.
The 3-2 Marshals have played

very well so far through its typically difficult schedule, and they
will have their expected advantages in size and depth over the
Lakers.
But Calloway is deceptively
quick, and the Lakers will have
the best athlete on the field in
senior quarterback Tony Ryan.
Vengeance may be a factor since
Marshall won this game 55-0 in
1998, but the CCHS seniors would
also like to get a victory over a
4A school after letting Madisonville-North Hopkins off the ropes
three weeks ago.. Lakers.
Ballard Mem. at Fulton City
The other day, I met a former
Fulton City cheerleader — now a
Murray State student — that I
knew from my days in the home
of the Banana Festival, and I hated
to tell her I picked against her

MIKE
OHSTROM

STAFF
WRITER
alma mater last week.
Even though this Class A First
District game could be a close
one, I'll have to go against the
Bulldogs again...Bombers.
Union Co. at Henderson
Since Calloway pulled away
from Union County on the strength
of two fumble recoveries Friday,
it's safe to say that the 1-4 Braves
are better than advertised.
Henderson County, however, is

not: the 0-5 Colonels are 51St among
4A teams in the Litkenhous with
a 34.0 rating. which when compared to Union County's 52.9.
means that very little courage is
needed to pick the...Braves.
M'berg N. at Hopkins Cen.
Three of my losses this season
have come courtesy of Muhlenberg North, most recently in the
form of the Stars' 21-14 supernova at Todd County Central, of all
places.
The Litkenhous index — not
that I need its advice: I'm providing dramatic effect here — has
Hopkins County Central 26th in
3A with a 64.4 rating, while North
sits 49th at 26.3.. Storm.
Pad. 'Tilghman at Lone Oak
Tilghman's offense will be
aching to get back on track and
in the end zone after last week's

This week's football picks
Scott Nannery

Mike Ohstrom

Eddie Sheridan
Guest picker

Heath at Murray

Murray

Murray

Murray

Calloway Co. at Marshall Co.
Ballard Memorial at Fulton City

Marshall

Calloway

Calloway

Ballard

Ballard

Fulton City

Union Co. at Henderson Co.

Union Co.

Union Co.

Union Co.

Muhlenberg N. at Hopkins Central

Hopkins

Hopkins

Hopkins

Paducah Tilghman at Lone Oak

Tilghman

Tilghman

Tilghman

Fulton Co. at Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Western Ky. at Murray State

Western Ky.

Murray St.

Murray St.

Kentucky at Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Kentucky

Connecticut at Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Louisville

Last week:

8-3

9-2

8-3

Season:

38-21

42-17

43-16

25-0 loss to Mayfield.
plete the ensemble.
Meanwhile, the honeymoon is
In yet another thriller between
over for Lone Oak, now 3-2 after two great rivals, take the...Raca 3-0 start...Blue Tornado.
ers.
Fulton County at Mayfield
Kentucky at Ole Miss
Not to sound like a broken
Not to get on the good side of
record, but the Litkenhous compares MSU head coach — and former
these Class A First District oppo- ,Ole Miss assistant — Joe Pannents better than I could: May- nunzio or anything. but I can't
field 86.7, Fulton County 13.9.
see Kentucky stopping the Rebels
Mayfield had three 100-yard in Oxford, Miss.
rushers against Tilghman. AdvanYou know those "Ups and
tage...Cardinals.
Downs" trends graphics? Here's
Western Ky. at Murray St.
one: Ole Miss tailback Deuce McAlWestern Kentucky has taken lister in, UK defensive coordinaseven of the last nine Red Belt tor Mike Major out.
games, which is a good thing in
The Wildcats can't keep anya sense because red clashes hor- body off the scoreboard...Rebels.
ribly with navy and gold.
Connecticut at Louisville
But while the No. 24 HilltopFrom Grambling to Florida State
pers have outscored their three to UConn: sounds like another
opponents 132-14 so far this sea- cupcake is in the Cards, and it
son, I've got that same funny vibe couldn't have come at a better
about the Racers that I had before time for John L. Smith's bunch
the Southern Illinois game.
after Saturday's pow-wow with the
The MSU offense found a run- Seminoles.
ning game to match its passing
My life as I know it began at
fashions against Indiana State, and the age of five when my family
after struggles with the option moved from Tallahassee. Fla. to
against Samford and the Sycamores, Louisville. Perhaps the same will
it's time for the defense to corn- happen for the...Cardinals.
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Lakers plan fun trip to Marshall
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
After consecutive weeks of taking care of its Class
3A First District business, the Calloway County football
team is looking to take a well-deserved vacation at
Marshall County Friday.
Vacation? Against the state's ninth-ranked Class 4A
school?
Joe Stonecipher's 4-1 Lakers, ranked 12th in this
week's 3A poll, certainly want to beat the 3-2 Masshals
in Draffenville.
But after moving two steps closer to a successful
defense of its district title with back-to-back home wins
over Lone Oak and Union County, the mood is considerably lighter at CCHS this week.
"People tell me the Marshall game is a big one, but
it's not," said Stonecipher, the Laker head coach. "I call
it a fun game: it's a great border rivalry and we want to
beat a good football team, but it's a chance for us to try
some things we haven't done yet.
"The fact that we run different offensive systems is
going to make it even more fun. They'll come out and
try to knock us off the ball, and we'll try to spread them
all over the field. It should be interesting, and we should
have a great crowd."
Calloway will ride into Carroll Traylor Stadium on
the heels of a 28-14 victory over Union County friday at
Jack Rose Stadium.
The Braves (1-4) used their speedy backfield, led by
fullback Jabbar Frazier's 143 rushing yards, and a
"check-with-me" play-calling system to take a 14-7 lead
with 4:47 left in the second quarter.
The Lakers needed a 60-yard screen pass from Tony
Ryan to Caleb Smith to set up Daniel Garner's 1-yard
touchdown run that knotted the score before halftime.
CCHS, which was outgained 287-256 in total
yardage, pulled away by scoring twice on fumble recoveries in the third quarter.
"We didn't have our best game of the season by any
means, offensively or defensively," Stonecipher said.
"Union County always has athletes, but I think our kids
got a little caught up in their 1-3 record."
Stonecipher was impressed by the Braves' preparation, especially on the offensive side of the ball.
"(Union County) had all 11 players wearing wristbands with the plays on them; they lined up and the
coach called the play, and it took us a while to catch up,"
Stonecipher said.
"But we have a check-with-me system for our
defense that allowed us to counteract their offense, and
that screen pass to Caleb at the end of the half really
took the wind Out of their sails and changed the game."
Calloway will see even more option this week, but
Marshall's wishbone offense differs greatly from Union
County's spread attack. The Marshals are powered by 65, 275-pound guard Justin Ard and quarterback Mark
Henson.
"(Marshall) runs the option, but it doesn't come from
the fullback," Stonecipher noted. "Their fullback is pretty much a blocker in the outside veer scheme; they'll try
to have him load up on somebody so they can spring
their halfbacks out wide."
Meanwhile, the Laker skipper is looking to revamp
his team's ground game after amassing just 97 yards
versus Union County.
"We need to run the football better than we did
(Friday)." Stonecipher remarked. "We passed for over
200 yards, but we have to get the running game cranked
back up again."
Still, Stonecipher is happy that he has been able to
rest Garner and Smith on offense at times, since both
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linebackers play virtually every down.
To give Gamer and Smith a break, Brandon Williams
moves from flanker to Garner's tailback position and
Dean Futrell steps in for Smith at tight end, with Jimmy
Bynum filling the flanker spot.
"Daniel and Caleb were playing every down on special teams, defense and offense, and we decided to rest
those guys on offense," said Stonecipher of Calloway's
efforts to enhance its depth. "Bynum and Futrell have
played well for those guys, but I don't have many
reserves in the line, so those guys have to suck it up."
CCHS'toughest competition in 2000 has come from
teams that have employed man-to-man coverage against
the Lakers' four:-receiver formation.
Stonecipher expects Marshall coach Jim Shelton to
adjust his 50 defense and follow the example set by
Madisonville-North Hopkins and Union County.
"They look like they're going to crowd the line of
scrimmage, put seven defenders in the box and play man
on our receivers," said Stonecipher. who noted that such
a defensive alignment is susceptible to the long run or
pass play.
"That really causes you to play assignment football
when you pick up the blitz, but we have been getting
better against that defense and we feel it does us a favor.
If they bring seven, we need to bring our tight end in, but
it's a gamble to put that many guys up there and go
mano-a-mano because if you get through the line, you're
off to the races.
"(Marshall) may play their usual zone defense, but
we're ready for man if they decide to do that."
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photos

MAKING THE HIT.. (Right) An unidentified Calloway County defender makes the tackle on a
Union County ball carrier during the Lakers'
district win last week.(Bottom) CCHS quarterback Tony Ryan is swamped by a group of Union County defenders during an offensive play.
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Offense lifts Tigers over Lakers

SCOREBOARD

Staff Report
son put the first score on the board "But Murray was able to put that [lilted I 40
r!..!".
Lit,;q
with a goal and an assist, respec- goal in, and they just broke our
Murray Ledger & Times
C\ in 0101..01 ‘'s
'
backs in the second half."
three goals.The Murray High Tigers pro- tively, for a 1-0 Tiger lead.
MHS effectively put the game
duced their biggest offensive outCalloway (3-9) rebounded to tie
According to \\URI. spc....1 was
put of the season Wednesday,down- the score with a goal from Seth away just 10 seconds into the sec- .1 big la...tor in the Muria\ \ icto
ing crosstown rival Calloway Coun- Bryant. But Murray (5-8) charged ond half as Chad Culp scored off
ty 6-3 in a key Second District right back with an unassisted goal
Clemsoti assist to put the Tigers
-OM rillitIstlith‘ Is 1 tense. hut
we haxen't heen able to e_eneiate
matchup at Ty Holland Stadium. from Walt Garrison.
ahead 5-2.
Wednesday's match was origiMinutes later. Clemson and MasThe Tigers tacked on another much ottensc because ot iii las'k
nally scheduled for last Tuesday, thay reversed their roles to give score minutes later when Masthay Ill (Call! slICCti.- \\t‘lItttl \
connected off a corner kick hy "\lurra \ had a lot ot spec,' on
but was canceled because of the the Tigers a 3-1 advantage.
The Lakers cut the lead to 3- John Kopperud for a 6-2 lead.
the P'1 111,1,1 with Nlasthas and
death of a Murray High student2 on a goakby Michael Stanger.
CCHS added the final score of Clemson When the‘ beat out 's iti
athlete.
Tom Masthay, who has been and appeared to be in good shape the contest on a goal from Bran- hacks. Mes
verx pi duet
don Morris.
because we had trouble Ii2Llerplagued with a groin injury for heading into the halftime break.
But with just three minutes left
much of the season, was the difMurray dominated offensively ing...
- 1.1 It.'
ference in Wednesday's contest, in the half. Clemson pushed in with a 32-13 advantage in shots.
1,1.,,:rs return to action next
scoring a pair of goals and adding his second goal of the game off Tiger goalkeeper Justin Baurer had tuesda‘
thex. host \lax held
an assist in the Tigers' offensive an assist from Brandon Kellie to nine saves. Calloway's Brady Har- at lX Holland Stadium. 1 unioi 4. ai •
give the Tigers a 4-2 edge at the ris - who left the' game in the sit action begins ;it ••) lo p.m.
onslaught.
first half with a broken nose and with ‘arsitx action to follow
"Tom really makes a big dif- intermission.
Calloway assistant coach Mar- a concussion - recorded three saves.
ference because he takes the pres• \lima\ High claimed the inn
sure off Sean Clemson," said Mur- shall Ward said the Murray's fourth Dan Mathis was credited with
‘arsik match -I-0. iiilpns ire
It', recoid to 9 I on the season.
ray head coach James Weatherly. goal was a blow to the Lakers' seven saves in relief of Harris.
"When he's on the field, we have chances of winning the match.
Weatherly applauded his squad
Lucas Mathis led the I get
"If we go into the half down for its effort.
with a pair of goals. •F.x let Ilarp
two guys out there who are legit3-2, our kids probably would have
"We did a great job of knock- CI and Jordan Steiner tollowed
imate threats to score."
The duo of Masthay and Clem- been more encouraged." Ward said. ing the ball around out there." he with a gtial apiece.

Mets earn postseason berth
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
For the second straight night,
there was a clinching party at Shea
Stadium.
Rick Reed limited Atlanta to
four hits in eight innings and
pinch-hitter Darryl Hamilton singled in the go-ahead run in the
fifth as the New York Mets beat
the Atlanta Braves 6-2 Wednesday to clinch the NL wild card
berth.
"It's good just to get it over
with," Mike Piazza said.
After the final out, the Mets
walked out of their dugout and
celebrated on the field in low-key
fashion, with hugs and handshakes,
much like the Braves did the previous day when they clinched their
ninth straight division title at Shea
Stadium.
There was champagne in the
clubhouse, but the Mets have their
eyes on a bigger prize than the
wild card.
—We've been at this step before,"
said Reed (11-5), who struck out
seven and walked one. "We've
been to the next step. We have to
get to the step after that."
In other NL games, it was St.
Louis 3, San Diego 0; San Francisco 4, Los Angeles 0; Houston
10, Pittsburgh 1; Milwaukee 10,
Cincinnati 6; Florida 6, Montreal
3; Chicago 1, Philadelphia 0; and
Colorado 6, Arizona 4.
After Andruw Jones put the
Braves ahead with a first-inning

homer, Derek Bell may
have saved another
home run in the fifth,
leaping and catching
Jones' drive to the top
of the right-field wall
in the fifth.
Bell left the game
with a bruised left knee
and a bloody gash on
his left shin. His
replacement, Hamilton,
got a key hit in the
bottom half of the
inning.
With the score 1-all
against Kevin Millwood
(10-13), rookie Timo
Perez lined a two-out
pitch into the rightfield
corner
and
stretched it into a triple.
Hamilton blooped a
pitch into short center
for the go-ahead run.
and Alfonzo sent the THEY'RE IN...The New York Mets clinched a wildcard playoff berth Wednesnext pitch into the left- day night with a 6-2 victory over the Atlanta Braves.
field bleachers for a 4said. "They played good all sea- the league's best recoid and hi 'Inc
1 lead, his seventh homer in 14
son. We certainly didn't want them field advantage in the pla,,
games.
to do it in front of us. hut they
Ankle! t 1-7) ga‘e
After opening September with deserve it."
and did not allow it !mulct Ii.
13 losses in 20 games, the Mets
Cardinals 3, Padres 0
reach third base in his last 1...2ti
rebounded and will open the playRick Ankiel broke Di/iv Dean's lar-season start. Da\ e Vert:, I'll, IIL2d
offs Oct. 4 at San Francisco or
single-season Cardinals record for the ninth for hi, 28th
St. Louis. The NL East champion
Giants 4, Dodgers
strikeouts by a rookie, pitching
Braves start a day earlier against
six sharp innings to lead visiting
Kirk Rueter t 11 -9 pitched ,c \ cr.
the Giants or Cardinals, with the
scoreless inning., a.. San 1-iont
St. Louis.
matchups depending on final
The NL Central champion Car- co Won at 1.445 Anrele...
records.
dinals are one game behind Atlanta
'the DodgeN were on
"They deserve to have their day
and San Francisco in the race for eliminated from the po,t,ca,on
in the sun," Atlanta's Chipper Jones
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National League
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Central Division
W
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y-clinched wild card
Wednesday's Games
Houston 10, Pittsburgh 1
N V. Mets 6, Atlanta 2
Milwaukee 10, Cincinnati 6
Florida 6, Montreal 3
Chicago Cubs 1, Philadelphia 0
Colorado 6. Arizona 4
St. Louis 3. San Diego 0
San Francisco 4, Los Angeles 0
Thursday's Games
Montreal (Lira 5-7) at Florida (Penny 77), 12:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Patine 3-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Nation 0-1). 1:20, p.m.
Arizona (Reynoso 10-12) at Colorado
(Wasdin 0-2), 205 p.m.
Cincinnati (Dessens 10-5) at Milwaukee
(D'Amico 12-6), 105 p.m.
St. Louis (Kite 19-9) at San Diego (Witasick 3-2), 4:05 p.m
Houston (Lima 7-16) at Pittsburgh (Silva
10-9), 6:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Maddux 19-8) at N.Y. Mets
(Bitones 10-6), 6:10: p.m.
San Francisco (Estes 15-6) at Los Angeles (Brown 13-6), 9:10 p.m.
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Locals compete in golf regional
360. Heath was second with a
Staff Report
369, followed by Trigg County at
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD - The girls' golf 372 and Caldwell County at 391.
tqams from Murray and Calloway Hiclunan County was fifth with a
County finished eighth and ninth, 420, Graves sixth with a 453,
respectively, in the First Region golf Lone Oak seventh at 471. MHS
(502) and CCHS (503).
championship Wednesday.
Host Mayfield won the tournaMurray's Ellen Gingles was tops
ment title with a team score of among local players with a 108.

Kelly Dick followed with a 122
while Blair Wagoner shot a 126.
Carley Faughn finished with a 146.
Calloway County was led by
Amanda D'Angelo's 109. Kaysin
Hutching shot a 113. Whitney Hendon scored a 133. Jenny Gingles
tallied a 148 and Robin Ryan was
at 155.

_u- ,.IILIL.
Murray state
us
Western Kentucky

,
1 oit Sports it)? 4
Injury Clinic
(for area middle & high school students)

1.

Saturday mornings throughout
September and October
8 a m to 10 a.m.
• Sports Medicine Physician on -hand • X-ray services provided
- Physical Therapy services provided

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services
Ninth Street
Call 762 -- 1459 for more information

Sponsored by
Todd Bohannon, M.D.
Sports Medicine Specialist
and

MCCH X-Ray & Rehabilitation services

c1

1
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Offense lifts Tigers co
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High Tigers produced their biggest offensive output of the season Wednesday,downing crosstown rival Calloway County 6-3 in a key Second District
matchup at Ty Holland Stadium.
Wednesday's match was originally scheduled for last Tuesday,
but was canceled because of the
death of a Murray High studentathlete.
Tom Masthay, who has been
plagued with a groin injury for
much of the season, was the difference in Wednesday's contest,
scoring a pair of goals and adding
an assist in the Tigers' offensive
onslaught.
"Tom really makes a big difference because he takes the pressure off Sean Clemson," said Murray head coach James Weatherly.
"When he's on the field, we have
two guys out there who are legitimate threats to score."
The duo of Masthay and Clem-

son put the first score on the board "But Murray was able
with a goal and an assist, respec- goal in, and they jus
tively, for a 1-0 Tiger lead.
backs in the second 1
MHS effectively pi
Calloway (3-9) rebounded to tie
the score with a goal from Seth away just 10 seconds
Bryant. But Murray (5-8) charged ond half as Chad Cull
right back with an unassisted goal a Clemsoii assist to pi
from Walt Garrison.
ahead 5-2.
Minutes later. Clemson and MasThe Tigers tacked
thay reversed their roles to give score minutes later wl
the Tigers a 3-1 advantage.
connected off a conr
The Lakers cut the lead to 3- John Kopperud for a
2 on a goal-by Michael Stanger.
CCHS added the fi
and appeared to be in good shape the contest on a goal
heading into the halftime break.
don Morris.
But with just three minutes left
Murray dominated
in the half. Clemson pushed in with a 32-13 advanta
his second goal of the game off Tiger goalkeeper Justir
an assist from Brandon Kellie to nine saves. Calloway's
give the Tigers a 4-2 edge at the ris - who left the g
intermission.
first half with a broki
Calloway assistant coach Mar- a concussion - record&
shall Ward said the Murray's fourth Dan Mathis was cr
goal was a blow to the Lakers' seven saves in relief
chances of winning the match.
Weatherly applaude
"If we go into the half down for its effort.
3-2, our kids probably would have
"We did a great jo
been more encouraged." Ward said. ing the ball around oi

Mets earn postseas
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
For the second straight night,
there was a clinching party at Shea
Stadium.
Rick Reed limited Atlanta to
four hits in eight innings and
pinch-hitter Darryl Hamilton singled in the go-ahead run in the
fifth as the New York Mets beat
the Atlanta Braves 6-2 Wednesday to clinch the NL wild card
berth.
"It's good just to get it over
with," Mike Piazza said.
After the final out, the Mets
walked out of their dugout and
celebrated on the field in low-key
fashion, with hugs and handshakes,
much like the Braves did the previous day when they clinched their
ninth straight division title at Shea
Stadium.
There was champagne in the
clubhouse, but the Mets have their
eyes on a bigger prize than the
wild card.
—We've been at this step before,"
said Reed (11-5), who struck out
seven and walked one. "We've
been to the next step. We have to
get to the step after that."
In other NL games, it was St.
Louis 3, San Diego 0; San Francisco 4, Los Angeles 0; Houston
10, Pittsburgh 1; Milwaukee 10,
Cincinnati 6; Florida 6, Montreal
3; Chicago 1, Philadelphia 0; and
Colorado 6, Arizona 4.
After Andruw Jones put the
Braves ahead with a first-inning

homer, Derek Bell may
have saved another
home run in the fifth,
leaping and catching
Jones' drive to the top
of the right-field wall
in the fifth.
Bell left the game
with a bruised left knee
and a bloody gash on
his left shin. His
replacement, Hamilton,
got a key hit in the
bottom half of the
inning.
With the score 1-all
against Kevin Millwood
(10-13), rookie Timo
Perez lined a two-out
pitch into the rightfield
corner
and
stretched it into a triple.
Hamilton blooped a
pitch into short center
for the go-ahead run.
and Alfonzo sent the THEY'RE IN...The New York Mel
next pitch into the left- day night with a 6-2 victory
field bleachers for a 4said. "They played g4
1 lead, his seventh homer in 14 son. We certainly
didn'
games.
to do it in front of I
After opening September with deserve it."
13 losses in 20 games, the Mets
Cardinals 3, Padr
rebounded and will open the playRick Ankiel broke f
offs Oct. 4 at San Francisco or
single-season Cardinal
St. Louis. The NL East champion
strikeouts by a rook
Braves start a day earlier against six sharp innings to I
the Giants or Cardinals, with the
St. Louis.
matchups depending on final
The NL Central ciL
records.
dinals are one game be
"They deserve to have their day and San Francisco in
in the sun," Atlanta's Chipper Jones

Locals compete in golf regioi
Staff Report
60. Heath was second with a
Murray Ledger & Times
369, followed by Trigg County at
MAYFIELD - The girls' golf 372 and Caldwell County at 391.
tclams from Murray and Calloway Hickman County was fifth with a
County finished eighth and ninth, 420, Graves sixth with a 453,
respectively, in the First Region golf Lone Oak seventh at 471, MHS
(502) and CCHS (503).
championship Wednesday.
Host Mayfield won the tournaMurray's Ellen Gingles was tops
nient title with a team score of among local players with a 108.

Kelly Dick followed
while Blair Wagoner
Carley Faughn finished
Calloway County
Amanda D'Angelo's
Hutching shot a 113. NN,
don scored a 133. Jei
tallied a 148 and Robi
at 155.
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'Fool for Love' opens season

NOTIFICATION GIVEN...Murray State University voice professor
Kay Gardner Bates is pictured accepting official notification
of the Kay Gardner Bates honorary vocal awards to be
given to college juniors or seniors selected as winners in
the ATHENA Vocal Competition to be held at Murray State
University on March 3, 2001. The monies for the awards
were raised as a result of the Tribute to Women of Song
fundraising concerts coordinated by Bates. Also pictured is
Ellie Brown who, with Dr. Susan Kane, founded the ATHENA
Festival and Competition, a bi-annual event being held on
the MSU campus Feb. 28 to March 3, 2001.

Sam Shepard's play "Fool For
Love" will run through Sunday at
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre at
The Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University.
Show times are 7 p.m. Thursday through Saturday, and 2:30
p.m. on Sunday. For ticket information. call 762-4421.
The play "Fool For Love" is
about a relationship between Eddie,
a rodeo cowboy, and May. May
has run away and Eddie is on the
111()Ve to find her and keep her.
Throw into the mix the "old man"
and May's boyfriend, Martin, and
you have a play to keep you. in
suspense.

This play has won virtually every
dramatic award available to writers and received critical acclaim
when it first opened. The roles in
the play are considered some of
the finest performance opportunities for actors and actresses in the
American contemporary theatre.
Lissa Graham-Schneider, the

director of the play, has set the
tone of the show by allowing her
actors to dive head-first into the
Shepard script.
According to Graham-Schneider, "For Eddie and May, the
tumultuous relationship they share
is like a drug pumping through
their veins. They both know their
love affair is destructive, but they
can't resist the 'high' they bring
to one another."
The actors must make this "drug"
evident to the audience by their
physical closeness, and then turn
immediately to separation.
Brent Menchinger has designed
the scenery. The run-down hotel
room somewhere in the desert is
a perfect place for the setting of
this piece. Menchinger has recreated an adobe-style room for the
show. Randy Johnson has created
the costumes for the show.
While the appearance of "nor-

WKMS plans new lineup
91.3 Is tittering a
new lineup for the Evening Clas,ic. sy mphonic series beginning
Oct. 2 at 7 p.m.
Nbaiday evenings will feature the
Nlinnesota ()rchestra - one of America's leading orchestras.
"Music Director Eiji Due has
one with a
made the orchestra
long and respected history - into
high-powered
extremely
an
machine,- said The Los Angeles
Times.
Host Brian Newhouse creates
a colorful broadcast season. Large
orchestral pieces are balanced
through the season with smaller
chamber and solo works.
Tuesday evenings will show-

L.:1,c the General Motors Detroit
Sy niphony Orchesti.i with conductor Neeme Jarvi. The Chicago
Symphony Orchestra broadcasts
will continue to be part of the
Evening Classics line-up on
Wednesdays.
WKNIS adds the Pittsburgh Symphony. Orchestra on Thursday
evenings, bringing one of the
nations top-ranking orchestras to
classical music lovers nationwide.
Music director Nlariss Jansons
and the Pittsburgh Symphony captivate audiences with works from
the standard repertoire as well as
new composers in world premiere
performances.
Under the direction of Dutch

conductor Hans Vonk. The Saint
Louis Symphony Orchestra will be
offered on Friday evenings with
some exceptions when WKMS will
broadcast concerts from the Paducah Symphony Orchestra and Murray Slate University.
WKMS is the 100,000-watt listener supported National Public
Radio member station broadcasting from Murray State University.
WKMS provides NPR news and
a variety of music at 91.3 FM
over a 27-county area with translators 92.1 in Paducah and 99.5
in Paris. Tenn.
Call 1-800-599-4737 for information or t(') get a listener guide.

MSU to show Belgian film
NItai ay State University's fall
c,lition of Cinema International continues Sept. 28-311 with a showing of "Rosetta.The film will he shown nightly at 730 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on MSU's campus.
Rosetta is a 17-year-old woman
who knows full well the meaning
of desperation. Daily. she skirts economic calamity for herself and her
alcoholic mother by selling old
clothes, fishing for food in a polluted stream. and hoarding any
items that come her way. A normal life, a friend and, above all.

a job become her obsessions.
She befriends Riquet. a young
man of her own age in about the
same circumstances. except that
he has a job. Not a great job. but
one that Rosetta covets to the
point of betraying him. The director and brothers Luc and Jean-Pierre
Dardenne deliver a straightforward
story sKt in a relentless cinema
write style.
-*Rosetta.- a winner at the Cannes
Emile
Film
Festival.
stars
Dequeene. Anne Yernaux and Fabritio Rongione. The 1999 Belgium
film is in French with English

IS YOUR FURNACE READY?
Protect your investment and maintain
peak operating efficiencies with our

subtitles. The film runs 95 minutes and is rated "R."
MSU students. faculty, staff and
community members are invited
to attend the showing at no charge.

HOW TO REACH US...
BY PHONE
Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

$6900*

not a very nice home.Written during the divorce of
the playwright from his first wife.
and immediately after the death
of his alcoholic father. "Fool For
Love" is easily one of Shepard's
most personal plays.
While concentrating on the
break-up of the American family
and the destruction of the American dream. Sam Shepard weaves
this dramatic tour de force in and
out of the minds of the actors and
the audience.
Is the "old man" really there?
Is this Eddie's father? May's father?
We know one thing. Eddie and
May are unable to escape their
fortune. The couple's addiction is
ultimately what destroys their
world, just as it destroyed the
world of their parents.
"Fool For Love" is for mature
audiences only' due to language
and subject matter.

Pftit;e
Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac

2000 Oldsmobiles

0Down
0 Payments for 13 months
0Interest for 12 months
Drive Payment FREE for
1 Full Year*
Starting with contracts dated 10/3/00.
*w/approved credit from GMAC
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

270-753-1916
General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

Ledger -Times

Preventative Maintenance

FURNACE
TUNE-UP

mal clothing- seems like it might
be easy to create on-stage, most
designers believe it to be more
difficult. And, when you have an
actress on-stage in less clothing than
you normally see people in, it makes
the job even more difficult.
According to David Balthrop,
chair of the theatre and dance
department and lighting designer for
the production, "Shepard writes
what I call 'dirty' shows. His language is rough. His characters are
rough. The locations of his plays
are rough. This is not a 'clean'
show. It is not clear-cut. Shepard
never is.
"As designers, actors and directors, we all must find a way to
make this dirt and roughness feel
normal to the actors and the audience. Only then, will Shepard's
work really hit home. You have
to feel like you are home in his
work. That is hard to do. It is

L:C7
CHEVROLET

2420 East Wood St. • Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

you Are 9nvited ("Co Hear...

Dr. Winford Claiborne

MENTION

sic40
oar
r-oRTHIS
TH's PRicEr

e.

Fayetteville, Tennessee

Sunday, October 1
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS!
gas lines
vie \NW, 'Check
'Check heat exchanger

Dr. Winford Claiborne

'Clean burners
'Oil motors
'Replace disposable filter
'Check thermostat
'Check vent pipe for proper draw
'Check electrical connections

Monday, Oct. 2 - Wed., Oct. 4
7:00 p.m.

RAIVIEW THORNTON

University
Church of Christ

Co., Inic.

Murray, Kentucky

Trace includes cleaning supplies labor, tax, l' fiberglass filter. Any needed
repairs will be billed additional after approval from customer. Price good
within 70 -7',.10 --Int

Offer good thru 10-31-00

a

753-8181

HvAr I IC 0000158
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Display Ad,
$8.75 Column Inch,6tY. Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
',it/ 3.1 : \lost Run Within 6 Day Prriod
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
Line Ad, $7 Oil minimum it day loe per word per day for each additional consecutive
da
y tr. for Shopper Tor, Classified,go into Shopping Guide.• S2 50 extra for blind box ad,
$2

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

020

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

PRIMESTAR /DIRECT TV
CUSTOMER.
Has the forced
changeover made you
sick9
I have the cure
Call me this morning
TAKE THE DISH
NETWORK FREE
Beasley & Satellite
270-759-0701 or
877-455-0901

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
County Line
Pumpkin
Patch
Hwy. 121 N.
Pumpkins,
Mums, Gourds
and etc.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Mon.-Sat.)
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)

TIRE AMNESTY
PROGRAM
Sept. 28th, 29th & 30th

CALL 759-3549
Financial
VS VS VS VS \es, VS

> Have a CD;

5 Maturing? >
5
5 Want
$22,000 5
5 Minimum:
5 Years
5<270-759-1610 55
'/5 VS
to Earn 8°e?

WALLIS FARM
MUMS
1
,f
:10
Rd,
. V
oariletil
2esNo
*
rth

p

4

I 3029 Butterworth
off
at Stella
270-489-2462

?

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

bilk, Alaska Fresh Seafood
Do-Fish Company
"Our product comes directly from Alaskan icy waters to you!"
Call Us O'r See Our Truck Across
From Super America At Five Points!
COMPETITIVE MARKET PRICES!
Duayne and Dawn Olsen
Alaskan
844 Neale Trail
Alaskan
Murray. KY 42071
Halibut
Salmon
(270)759-3186
#

"IL"IL -1\_.-11L-116.,"\_"Ik-'1-

- -

Ginger's Antiques
310 Main St., Hazel, KY • 270-492-8138

All Type Restoration
Stripping & Refinishing
20 Years Experience
WE DO WORK
OTHERS WON'T
-111.

$8000 Signing bonus, free
college tuition. Initially part
time work, possible full
time. Up to $19. an hour.
Limited openings. Call 1800-GO-GUARD
KY
National Guard.

A

$35.000

Per

year

Career! C R
England
needs driver trainees! 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included! No up
front S$S' Tractor Trailer

training 888-781-8556.
EXPERIENCED
Accol:ntant

We are seeking an individual with four or more years
tax and /or audit experience with a public accounting trim Business tax
return preparation/review
experience is a plus Prefer a CPA with strong technical, analytical and project management skills
Send resume and references to or call John DeAngelis. York, Neel and Co
Hopkinsville. LLP, 1113
Bethel St Hopkinsville. Ky
42240
Telephone 270-886-0206

"'IL -IL"IL.-

NOTICE • NOTICE • NOTICE
City of Murray Property Tax Bills for
the year 2000 have been mailed. If
you own city real estate and have
not received your bill, please call
the City Clerks Office - 762-0350.
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

CZ

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

VISA

Help Wanted

ARE YOU CONNECTED?
Internet Users Wanted'
$500- $7500 month
www.earn-it-online.com
ATTENTION Drivers- No
necessary'
experience
TMC Transportation needs
drivers $650 guaranteed
weekly Potential to earn
$900 per week or more
and still get home weekends' For CDL training call
800-206-7364

COMPUTER Support
Specialist/Network Admin
Full-time position
Provides hardware:software user support for students, staff and faculty.
Troubleshoots,
repairs.
maintains college
and
computers. Maintains LAN
Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree in computer science and one year of related experience (or) an
Associate degree and
three years of experience
(or) five years of work
experience in systems
administration. Network
certification may substitute
for education and experience.
Application
Procm Please contact Connie
Smith at (270) 554-4991
for application
Submit
application
to
Connie
Smith, West Kentucky
Technical College, P0
box 7408. 5200 Blandville
Road, Paducah, Ky 420027408 Application deadline
is September 29, 2000
Applicants will be notified if
selected for an interview
Education
Equal
and
Employment
Opportunities. WO

ATTENTION Moms and
Wives Your husband/ son
can be earning S32,000
per year with just 2 weeks
truck driver training No
money down Toll free
877-970-4043
AUTO Cad Mechanical
Designer
3D
solids
Flexible hours & benefits
Speak with Mark
270-362-4763.
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business Work
flexible hours Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experience necessary
Earn

$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
CDC? 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364

GlenDi Inc.
3015 East 200 North
Rochester. Indiana 46975
Phone 219-223-2380

060
DRIVER- Drive with pride
Start up to 39c for solos
41c for teams All condo.
$10,000
bonus
EOE
Contact KLLMO 800-9554810 or KLLM.com
DRIVERConvenant
Transport coast to coast
runs teams start up to
46c $1000 Sign on
bonus for exp Co drivers
for experienced drivers
800-441-4394
Owner
operators 877-848-6615
Graduate students 800338-6428
DRIVER- Owner Operators
earn more with OTRX
How? OTRX offers free
owner operator training to
help you succeed Plus
88c a mile, loaded/ empty.
paid base plates/ permits/
tolls/ drop/ unloading/ layover pay. need 5 years
OTR exp. Start making
more S today, 800-4236939 www.otrx corn
DRIVER- When it comes to
benefits, we've got all the
Bells & Whistles Paid
weekly, great pay. $1000
sign on bonus, student
graduates welcome, SRT
toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY
877-244-7293

DATA Technologies is now DRIVERS Needed' Get
hiring cable Technicians your CDL and a great job'
No experience necessary Train locally, get paid while
Call 762-0026 or Fax in school no money out of
resume to 762-0208 Drug your pocket, Earn up to
Screening required
$800 or more. get weekDRIVERINEXPERI- ends off, 1-800-398-9908
ENCED?- Learn to be an DRIVERS, over the road,
OTR professional from a 35 states Flat with sides.
top carrier. Great pay
late model conventionals. 3
executive-style
benefits years experience Start
and conventional equip34c- 38c a miles+ benement Call today, U S
fits Call 800-444-6648
Xpress 888-936-3338

DEDUCTION AUDITOR
Murray. KY Divi,:ion of a Fortune 200
Company has a hands on opportunity for a
Deduction Auditor with the following minimum qualifications: At least two years of college preferred and experience in a business
related field with primary responsibility for
deduction resolution, requiring internal as
well as external research and communication
with sales and broker network. Must have
excellent written and oral communication
skills, be team focused and be computer literate. Resumes including salary history to:

Now Hiring Owner
Operators
Tennessee Division
550 Conyersville Road
Puryear, Tennessee 38251
Paid Loaded and Empty
Miles
Also Seeking Full/Part
Time Company Drivers
Apply In Person
901-247-3141
877-203-0479

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sales
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

060
Help Wanted

COL-A
Drivers- Sleep
nites, home weekends All
regional, $1000 sign on
040
bonus, start up to 34cpm
Roommate
empty/ loaded Great pay
Wanted
benefits, equipment, medPREFER Lady To Share ical. dental, 401K, 2500 to
2br house 5200/ month 3000 miles weekly Mon
753-0924 after 4pm
23 years+ 1 year OTR
required Call 800-8288338 24 hours
Fast
approval
FOUND Black Lab/ Mix AGE 16-24
Job Corps
puppy. White spot on chest offers free job training &
& feet Has tan leather col- placement
GED classes &
lar Call
college programs plus free
767-9960
housing, Over 100 careers
LOST In Hazel Area Fe- Call 800-585-4052

male Boston Terrier. Black
& White Reward'
492-8204

Innovative Printing
753-8802

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

060

Notice

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels. ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements.
honeymoon/
family
cabins.
breathtaking
views
Wedding
arrangements
Vacation
800-893-7274
lodging.
800-634-5814

753-1916

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

020

020
Notice

Ad Deadlines
Publish

A Division of Dean Foods
P.O. Box 1175
Murray, KY 42071
tttn: Human Resource Manager
EOFJAAP

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DRIVERS- New pay scale
Top rate 36 Ask how to
qualify, Home every weekend No New York City.
Also, Owner Operators/
lease purchase needed
EPES Transport 800-9486766,
www epestransport corn

DRIVERS- Flatbed owner
operators wanted BC BS
Health Insurance available
Fuel discount program
100°. fuel surcharge to
you Good freight base
800-456-7547

DRIVERS
Ivanhoe
OTR
Transport has openings for EXPERIENCED
DRIVERSOwner team/ single drivers New Flatbed Drivers Excellent
Operators
Local equipment. plenty of miles. starting pay, home most
and
Drivers- Dedicated auto- competitive pay, family weekends. BC/BS, tarp
motive freight, home week- atmosphere
Call Tony pay, stop off pay qual corn
Late model tractors. local
ends. air-ride trailers, no 502-515-1496
escrow, 2500+ miles per DRIVER- New pay plan' dispatch Call 800-2202421
week, base plate program,
31c- 35c a mile Earn 42K fleet insurance program.
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
enjoy
and
year
55K a
fuel
surcharge.
L&N assigned equipment 99°. GIFTS- Has openings for
Transportation.
Inc
no touch, 50°.-60°o drop/ party demonstrators &
Louisville, KY 800-632hook, great benefits and managers' Home decor,
4332.
home time, 800-879-2486 gifts. toys. Christmas Earn
cash, trips. recognition
DRIVERS- Three I Truck Buske Lines EOE
Free catalog information
Lines needs flatbed drivers
LOOKING For the top 10 800-488-4876
for Regional/ Long haul
flatbed drivers in the
Health Ins., $1500 Sign on
FULL and Part time posiKY/TN area Home weekbonus Pay for experience
tions available for commuends, great pay package
Ask for recruiting 888-239nity- based residential proCall for more info Tandem
5527
gram for developmentally
800-551Transport Corp
disabled adults Our comDRIVERS- up'to 34 cpm to 9057 www land corn
pany offers various shifts,
start, home every weekLOOKING For.
opportunity for advanceend, full benefits package
New Licensed Real Estate ment. excellent
benefits
Conventional
Assigned
trainees or prepared to get including
paid training,
you drive home, Satellite
license for new office open- 401(k),
medical/ dental
Dispatched,
Direct
ing in Murray No experi- insurance, paid
holidays.
Program,
Deposit, Rid
ence necessary Call
vacation and sick leave
Company supPP51 for you
436-5122
The starting wage for these
and your family. Call 800MEDICAL
Clinic
positions if $7 00 per hour
441-4271. ext. ET135.
Assistant
apply
at
Please
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Busy out-patient physical Community Alternatives of
Transport. Inc has an
clinic has immediate open- Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
exciting new pay package
for a resposinble indi- Highway, Symsonia, KY
ing
Experienced drivers can
vidual who likes working 42082
270-527-2255.
start up to 34c per mile, full
with people Duties will EOE M/F/DN
company benefits, excelinclude assisting physical FULL Time Driver Needed
lent home time, great
therapist and staff with to haul vehicles for used
miles Must have Class A
patient care Approximately car lot Requires CDL
CDL & be able to pass
hours a week No License or 5yrs experi32
DOT physical and drug
please Send ence Position available
screen Training available' phone calls
Physical immediately Call 270-437resume
to
800-974-24621 800-548Medicine Services. 732 4566
6082/ 888-877-9348
Vine St, Murray, Ky 42071
FULL Time Maintenance
DRIVERS Allied Van Lines
MONEY Mania
man Experienced only'
needs owner operators for
making Painting, plumbing, electritheir Special Products Travel the U.S A
money If you are at least cal, carpentry, tile, flooring
fleet 2 years over the road
18, free to travel, and can Starting
pay $7 50/hr
required
experience
leave immediately, call Serious inquiries only, P.O
Average Si 25 per mile
Richelle at 1-888-720-7127 Box 1040-S, Murray, KY
800-634-2200
Dept
centrl Sept 25-29 42071
8-4
AKYS
EOE
IMMEDIATE
Openings
Experienced
WANTED
Light industrial, assembly
WESCR AFT
Waitress & Cook Nights
line positions Night shifts
Custom Builders
only Apply at The Shed
Carpenters & carpenter full time plus overtime
Cafe, Dexter Ky
Starting pay S7 25 per
helpers needed 759-2386
hour Apply in person at
PEOPLE LEASE
1406 N 12th St
ACCOUNTS CONTROL CLERK
Murray or call
Full-time, benefits. Two years college, three
270-753-0017 or
years office experience including bookkeep800-444-7204

ing. Excellent organizational, office procedure, microcomputer skills required; Excel,
Word, Access preferred. Ability to maintain.
reconcile, prepare reports for multiple
accounts. Keyboarding test required. Salary
$8.12 per hour. Apply at: Human Resources.
Murray State University, 404 Sparks Hall.
Murray, KY 42071-3312. Women/minorities
encouraged to apply. An EEO. M/F/D. AA
employer.

City Route
Available
Immediately

Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F,

Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times

at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

Interested persons should
apply to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
753-1916
1001 Whitnell Avenue

EXPERIENCED Auto Body
Painters and repairman
Competitive wages, health
insurance
benefits
Contact Stacie at Adams
Brothers Body Shop 4240
Hwy 45E South Fulton, TN
901-479-1005

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

INSIDE
Sales
Representative- Join our
growing
selling
team
advertising via the telephone
Great benefits
package
competitive
wages plus commissions
Previous sales or telephone sales experience
preferred Send resume to
R Hamilton Landmark
Community Newspapers,
P0 Box 549 Shelbyville,
KY 40066 Fax 502-6334447 EOE
INSTALLERS Needed for
satellite installation, up to
S25 an hour Must have
own truck and tools. be
ambitious and professional If you meet these qualification, call Dennis at 800511-0689
LOCAL Company
accepting resumes' for
various positions
*Data processing
*Electronic & office supply

•Sales
•Office machine repair
Interested persons send
resume to P0 Box 938,
Benton. Ky 42025•
NAIL Tech
Need immediately Must be
professional & depend.
able Apply in person The
Cutting Edge Excellent

pay & benefits 759-3343
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400

AMON
For UM

tietp *anted
WILL clean homes
offices 759-9840

or

NEED Holiday Cash'
Don't have time for anothe
J 0 139 Earn 51200 this WILL Clean Houses Reaweek Call now (24hr 3 sonable rates references
437-4064
min recording) Toll free888-305-1413, code #219
100
NEW Starting Pay Scale
Business
$1.000 sign on bonus
Opporturuty
earning potential up to
$50.000 per year. full ben- OWN Your Own $1 00
Store or choose apparel.
efits new model conven
tional tractors,
uality shoe, western wear, linhome time, regional . OR gerie bridal, gift Includes
drivers needed. Cali Arctic, ,r.ventory. fixtures, buying
Minimum
Hp training
Express 800-927-0437
investment S19,900. Call
wvvw actricexpress con,
PO Box 129. Hillard. OH Liberty 501-327-8031.
43026
120
OWNER'Operators- We re
currently paying 87c for an
.ispatch miles plus bonusWorker s
es
base
Compensation
plates, permits licensing
cargo,/ liability insurance
All paid for you! You do the
math' Heartland Express
800-441-4953 www heartiandexpress.corn
PART Time Maintenance
person for apt compiox
Experience in painun,
plumbing & electrical pr,terred Apply at Forre-,t
View Apts. 1213 North
16th Or call 753-1970
(M-F). 10am-2pm or leae
message

Computers
8,3 COMPUTER 64K
emory 15" Color monitor,
.:>( modem Windows 95,
,toard mouse New
Car on Bubble Jet Printer.
Epson Dot Matrix Printer.
S475 obo Call 753-7964_
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
ht'A Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid West
Internet On 121S.

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat.
Visa) Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A, Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

CHRISTMAS Around the
World now hiring & booking
parties Call 753-6050

V

HELP
WANTED

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The YMCA has an immediate opening for a
Program Director. Only apply if you are a person who is self-motivated, enthusiastic, and
enjoys
working
with
people.
BSIBA,
Associate's Degree, or certifications in health,
recreation, sports training or a related field is
preferred. The position will require you to
recruit, direct and organize staff or volunteers
in quarterly programs for all ages. If interested,
send resume to the Wm. H. Fuller Memorial
Wellness Center, P.O. Box 402, Mayfield, KY
42066. Excellent work environment and benefits provided. EOE

Murray Supply Co.
Has Immediate
Opening For A

Shop Mechanic
We offer competiti e wages plus
benefits packal.y.
'Paid Holidays
'Paid Vacation
.401 K Retirement Plan
•Year End Performance Bonus
•Health Insurance

.-Ippl\ 1.1 Pervm ,lt

Murray Supply Co.

Ky./ern

I,

Licensed Practical Nurses: Long Term Care
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of Nursing.
Benefits include* HealthiDentaltile Ins
HolidayNacation/Sick Pay, Child Care,
Attendance Bonus. Tuition Reimbursement
Contact: k-rist NSeaNer.
RN, ADON
270-762-1277
for more information.
Equal Opportonth
Employ er

Apartments,
HOMES
Commercial Farms Quick
Baker/
Closings
Investments 1 -800-5312246
UP To $300 cash paid for
Kentucky
Boy
certain
Scout Order of the Arrow
Neckerchiefs and patches
Also Scout Camp and Trail
items Send copies to Guy
Hatfield, Box 660, Irvine,
KY 40336, fax 606-7235509, e-mail- CVTift, Irvineline net Call 800-678-5161
150
Articles

For Sale
2 BAR Chairs $20/ each
Large coffee table $15
753-6747
4055 J D 566 J B. roller
270 9ft J.D. disc mower 8
wheel mw. hay rake.
Phone 270-842-4112 Ask
for Jerry or Judy.
54 Cal. T/C Hawken
Muzzle loader. Too
many accessories to list.
Call 436-6028. M/F,
10am to 3pm.
BUILDING
Clearance
Sale.. Guaranteed lowest
prices. Beat next price
increase_ 20x24 $2800.
25x30
$3866. 30x40
$5362. 35x50 $7568.
40x60 $8648. Others.
Pioneer
800-668-5422.
Since 1980.
COMDIAL
Executech
Office telephone system
analog. Includes 2, 32- button Executech II console
models and 10, 12- button
individual station models.
Total of 12 telephones.
$1,000. Call 502-2238821. 8am
to 5pm.
Eastern.
DELL Computers... Built to
Order. Pentium III available. Resolved credit problems OK! $0 down, low
monthly payment- &A.G.
Open 7 days. Limited time
free interent access- most
areas.
800-477-9016.
Code MA24. www.omcsolutions.com
DIRECT TV Free. Satellite
systems. Free HBO. For
details. 800-523-7556.
EARLY American Broyhill
Livingroom suite. $125.
1978 Chev. C-20 Van. 3/4
ton, 18,xxx miles on complete rebuilt 350 engine.
$1.000. 436-5650.
FOR Sale or lease,
1600sq. ft. commercial
building on approximately
one acre in good location
in Taylor County. Owner
will finance, possession in
approximately 120 days.
270-465-7708.
LOWEST Prices Ever on
select Arch Steel Buildings,
including 20x24, 30x42x
40x64. 50x110. Factory
direct' Ultimate garage/
workshops. Must sell. 800341-7007. www.steelmasterusa_com

206 E. Main St.

%fur rti, Ctillttu 4[J (
I rtts 11, tyto
• 1 letztle• r
pn kt•ttitng
hetiIIItt sin',,,
At.nrip k S and %twit,.4
,Si
• tre.,....•
?????
the ltdIt111•Inse j
fag,
, is

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray.

MURRAY
G‘LLOWAY
C'OU MA'
HOSPITAL

80.3 Poplar Street • Alurra. kentock 42071
\CFI,(ariiiip. In, In
hentiii:k‘
has an -1,C11:11,
:toT
Nlaintenance lechnician
1 he applicant mu,t far. kno,A ls'dc il mechanical
s‘stems. V.1114.11
hst,t,
. 114'k:hank's. dove com
ponents. pump,
.s
.and piping component,
!Must he e‘pciii:n(ed ii undostandmr. and Iron
hleshooting pneumatic and hy mills' systems. Must
possess a sr,(irking knovs IC(1.2,. and irouhle,hilorm!,
skills in electrisitv. including sircuit analssis.
1,11-., and electricii
AC/DC tin es and kmlan
safety May fx• required to direst the vs irk ut loss cr
grade mechanics. viii it dinate their NA ork and instrus
ness employees or helpers N1u,t he able to woi
necessary (ix ertime on shoo notice and other la4
that may he assigned.
•Indoor work
*Shift work is required vs oh os ern me
*Wage range from S 52 to S 20. depending on
experience
*Only qualified indiv 'dual. need ti • apply
Plevlse o'Ild re's rime lit

E

)
Group, Inc.
2im N. 12th St.
Nhirra. K1' 42071
or fa% to 759-8385

LP REFILLS
Lowest prices in town!
RV campers, etc
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99 00 each
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389
NEW Hot-Tub $1700
270-527-5540
SAWMILL $3795. New
super Lumbermate 2000.
Large capacities, more
option. Manufacturer of
sawmills, edger's and skidders. Norwood Sawmills.
252 Sonwill Drive, Buffalo.
NY 14225. 800-578-1363.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,094;
50x75x 14,
50x100x16,
$12,275.
60x100x16,
$16,879.
Mini-storage
$18,261.
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.

Yard Sales

STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
437-4877 for details
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message
STRAW for sale 1 75 bale
759-4718 753-4582
WEIDER Cross Trainer
Gym 27 exercises for the
body $150 Stair stepper
$40 Call Terr
270-382-2164
WINDOW & Siding Sale
$69 per month_ All credit
accepted. No money down!
Lifetime warranty! Call toll
free today for free estimates'
888-670-3035.
Weatherseal U.S.A.
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save' CommerciaU
home units from $199. Low
monthly payments. Free
color catalog. Call today
800-842-1310.

1/2 acre $100/mo
6012

753-

COACH
Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park
"An Exceptional
Community" Spaces available
at
$95 00Imo.
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up. City fire
and police protection. city
transit service Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park. Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St at
Canterbury and Westview
753-3855.

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

753-9621

1

111311APPilsnces

LIKE new Maytag washer
and dryer $350.00 Call
759-9840

320
Apartments For Rent

2 Matching Lazy Boy
recliners, TV entertainment
center, swivel rocker. 2
chandeliers, drapery &
rods. Table & lamps, console stereo. 759-0427.

in
1
&
2br
apts
$295 up
Farmington
Includes water, stove,
refrigerator, W/D. dishwasher
pets
No
References & deposit
required 345-2748 or 7624483
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

SECTIONAL Couch
rocker recliner $500
435-4556

&

SOUND platform swivel
rocker. Covered with genuine burnt orange
Naugahyde. $75 00 OBO
436-2432_

24FT gooseneck stock
trailer 7000 pound axle
$3000 492-8158

Firewood
FIREWOOD $35 Rick
Delivered
&
staked
4x4x8f1 Oak Timbers, $3.
1x6x8ft Oak Boards, $1.50.
435-4494
Musical
PIANO for sale. Console
Excellent condition. Zero
down, assume low
payments. See locally.
1-800-437-9757

1985 14x70 Fleetwood. 2
br., 1 bath, new carpet, al
appliances, 2 new porches,
outbuilding. Must sell Call
759-5911 or 759-0974_
1997
CLAYTON
Doublewide. 28x60. 3br, 2
bath, gas fireplace. Large
family room. $29.500. Call
759-8662.

1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444
1BR Like new, all appliances. Dtuguid Dr. Also 1
br studios near campus.
Coleman RE. 759-4118

University Heights Apts
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts These apts are for
families disabled, handicapped, senior citizens
wheel chair accessible
759-2282 Mon, Wed &
Thurs 9-5 1734 Campbell
Street Hearing impaired
1-800-648-6056
only
Housing
Equal
Opportunity
UNIVERSITY Heights 1br
Excellent condition $325
Call 436-5122

SYCAMORE & Woodlawn
Brick 3br • 1 bath $495/mo
+ security deposit No
dogs 474-2520
CLOSE To School Close
to work 3br, 2 full bath
Nice neighbors
$700/
month Call 759-1693
ON Kentucky Lake
2br home fully furnished
$350imo + deposit & utilities Call 436-5459 after
5PM

WOW!
No waiting list'
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2,br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

FERRETS 1 Male, Sable
1 Female, Albino 3yrs
shots & fixed Custom
cage 71/2'(5 3 levels
$300 270-354-9584 after
5p m

2BR apt Clean and nice
with appl including WO
No pets' Call 753-9841 or
436-5496
2BR. townhouse. Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR
DUPLEX 1409-A
HILLWOOD DR $350/M0
7594-406

3BR Apartment near MSU
Stove, refrigerator, furnished
C/1-1/A,
lease
1997
FLEETWOOD. required. $375/ month
16x60, 2br. 2 bath with 759-4696
10x12 storage building. Set
4br, Townhouse
up in Fox Meadows. Price
Coleman RE 759-4118
Reduced. Call
AVAILABLE immediately
759-1629 after 5p.m.
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
1999 Fleetwood
bedroom handicap acces14x50. Set-up at Fox sible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Meadows Mobile Home
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Park #E-20 Partly furEqual Housing
nished. Ready to move into
Opportunity
now.
Price greatly reduced! 753- DUPLEX On Single Lot
6784.
Near Murray Elementary 8.
University. 2br, appliances
280
including dishwasher & w.-'d
Mobile Homes For Root
hook up $325/ month
753-8096 or 753-2633.
(2) 2br., 1 bath
View
20 minutes from down- FORREST
town Close to Aurora 474- Apartments 1213 N 16th
St., now accepting applica8027
tions for 2br townhouses.
14X70, 3br, 2 bath. 805
basic rent $305/ month
Highland.
$300
plus
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
deposit. 753-7581 after
Equal
Call 753-1970
6p.m.
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
NICE 2br duplex, close to
No pets. 753-9866.
university W/D hookup.
stove, refrigerator, air condition furnished $325. plus
deposit. Call 435-4114.

Mobile Home Lots For Rom

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
PRIVATE Lot near Murray
$1501 month Olive Branch
Realty 767-9900

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
S100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

STORAGE SPACE
30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

Located Bel-Air Center
Call Mike Falconite

270-5344006

(2 Party)
1985 Outland
School Rd.
Fri. & Sat.

JACK Russell Puppies for
sale after 9-16 Call after
5p m 492-8737

Women's plus size
clothes, women's
casual & nice dress
clothes (9-14), boy's
clothes all sizes,
toys, bicycles, knick
knacks, and all sorts
of other stuff.

CLEAN KY 31 Fescue
Seed 94°., Germ 85c/ lb
270-345-2545
TOM Canup
Horse Shoeing
759-0962

YARD
SALE

EASTSIDE
STORAGE

Forflora

119 Main •753-6266
LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry $170 plus deposit
of $125 Utilities included
753-9211

CREEKVIEW STORAGE $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

2, 3 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
2BR, 1 bath W/D hook up
No pets, close to campus
Lease/ Deposit $375
753-8136

Fri., Sat., Sun.
8 a.m. till Dark
215 W. Main St.
Puryear, TN
Jeans, appliances,
tools and much
more.

GARAGE SALE
(Huge)
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 a.m.
1605 Keenland
Dr.
Nice clothing, small
appliances, children's
toys & items, books,
decorative items,
mattress, wall mirror,
nice large area rug
many other items

Size Units
Available

WkscaV
vou

THELooKINC
soa

All

753-3853

3BR House Located on
Murray Pans Road Gas
H/A $300/ rent plus $350
deposit No dogs
492-8360
3BR. 2 bath house.
Fenced backyard_ All appliances, available immediately. $475/mo. Lease/
Deposit. 625 Broad St. Call
Rick, 753-1268 or 759
5073
ROOMY 1br, 1 bath house.
C/ gas H/A. W/D hook up.
Stove & refrigerator furnished. $3251 month. 1yr
lease. 1mo. deposit No
pets. 753-2905.

370

Prop.
Foredo
OFFICE Building. 2800sq.
310 S. 4th St. 753-4703

GARAGE SALE
(7 Family)
Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m. until?
5716 St. Rt. 94 West
Furniture, 2 microwaves, craft supplies, 2-1/2 ton gas heat & a/c unit,
baby items, toilet, men's &
women's clothes, wood for crafts,
lots of misc.

Supplies
AKC Lab Puppies
3
males, 3 females $175
each 435-4556

AKC Puppies
Scottish Terriers, $125
Pomeranian $250.
Welsh Corgi $250
Shiba lnu $225
SMALL 2br. brick house. 1 Caviler
King
Charles
2BR Near MSU $325, mile from city limits. Hwy Spaniel. F.I C. $375
water furnished Coleman 641 S. S400 753-6156.
270-382-2831.
SMALL House, 7 miles
RE. 759-4118.
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
2BR, All utilities paid. East of Murray Linzy
436-2858
Close to MSU. Deposit & Beane residence
436-2582
lease. No pets. $390.
759-4826.
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet. paint & wallpaper
CIH/A. $325. Also 2br,
$275, Coleman RE.
759-4118.
1BR. Apt. Clean and nice
with appl including WID
No pets'
Call 270-753-9841 or
436-5496

YARD SALE

MOVING SALE
(Huge)
5 miles south of Murray on 641
on right before Discount
Tobacco City.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Furniture, lots of household items,
toys, wood stoves, electric range,
piano.

STARKS BROS.
MOBILE STOP
HOMES
PAYING
•INC.,
RENT

YOU CAN
OWN A
HOME
FOR ONLY

$255
FLEETWCOD.

A MONTH

RENTERS SCALE
THIS IS WHAT YOU PAY AND YOU LOSE TAX BENEFITS
& APPRECIATION.
If your rent per month is... in 3 years

in 5 years

in 10 years

$350

$12,600

$21,000

$42,000

$400

$14,400

$24,000

$48,000

$450

$16,200

$25,000

$50,000

$500

$18,000

$30,000

$60,000

$550

$19,800

$33,000

$66,000

$600

$21,600

$36,000

$72,000

(These are estimates, increases are not included.)

OVUM 110.Uttf
AVM

• 00
2000 Fleetwood Meadowbrook(A50)
3 Bedroom 2 Bath

27,900
(Tax & Title Not Included)
91.5% IF), 360 Months
w/20% hind equity or cash combo.
Conseco select pricing

a month
www.starkshros.corn

HWY 641 N. BETWEEN DRAFFENVILLE & BENTON
"Open til 8 weeknights" 1-800-455-3001 • 527-1451

*
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Yard salsa

Yard Sales

Yard Jabs

YARD
SALE

3 FAMILY SALE

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
107 N. 17th
Baby girl clothes
0-12 mos., girl
clothes 6-8, men &
women clothes,
shoes, toys and
lots more.

GARAGE
SALE
121 N. to Mayfield,
take 564, following
signs.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
Boy s & girls clothes
toys fishing equip ,
Jon boat knick knacks
golf clubs - Calloway
driver, Nascar diecast
collectibles more

YARD
SALE
1503 Oxford

Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-Noon

Boy's toddler
clothes, household
items, adult
clothes, shoes,
lots to choose
from

MOVING SALE
1403 Misty Creek
Dr.
Spring Creek Oaks
Subd.
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 29 & 30
7 a.m.-?
Couches, sleeper
sofa, chairs, desk,
bar, basketball goal,
clothes, much more.

1713 Wiswell
Road
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Clothes, furniture,

(3 Party)
1302 Sycamore St.
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 29th & 30th
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wooden window shutters, wooden swinging •
doors (intenor), dishes, toys. knick knacks,
clothes - men's XL,
women's, children's,
child's keyboards &
lots more.

YARD
SALE
7th & Vine
Sat., Sept. 30
7:00 a.m.
Twin bed, desk,
coffee tables,
cabinets, women's
clothes, misc.
Rain or Shine
(Indoors)

YARD SALE
Sat., Sept. 3ilth
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
1223 West
Dogwood
Look For Signs
Women's & men's
clothing (good men's
jackets), household
items, crafts,
decorative items.
GREAT STUFF!

YARD
SALE
(Twelve Family)
Old Murray Bank
Building
1000 Whitnell St.
Sat., Sept. 30
0730-1300

YARD SALE SEASON
1x2 ad 25 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
2x2 ad 70 word max.
1 insertion
$14.00
2 insertions
$19.00
3 insertions
$23.00
Ads must be paid in advance

$7.50
$12.50
$15.00

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE.
Friday 11 a.m.
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

1

-1211Lake Property

TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boa
slip $24,900. Beautifully
spectacular
wooded,
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041.
440
Lob For UM
110'X300' Lot. (Residentia
or commercial) with city
utilities. Located just outside of city on Bailey Road.
Broker Owned. 1-800-58E3740 Ext. 4221. Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-1492.
LOTS for sale. Starling at
$11,000. Price includes
water. septic & dnveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates.
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040.

460
Homes For Sale
10YR Old, 3br, 2 full baths.
Basement house on 1
acre. 2 miles outside of
Almo city limits. On Brooks
Chapel Road. 1200sq.. ft.,
finished garage with 10'
ceiling. $46,500.
270-395-5927.
1991, 3br, 2 bath brick
ranch. On 1 acre corner lot
in Candlelight Estates.
Priced to sell at $92,000.
Call 753-3372 for an
appointment.
3BR Brick House. Quiet
Street, fenced yard. Mature
trees, great landscaping.
Super condition, freshly
painted. Ready to move in.
Owner Relodating. Priced
to sell. 753-3721.

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 30, 2000 • 10 a.m.
Hazel, KY
(property located just inside Henry County, TN)

Selling real estate and personal property for the
estate of the late Ann Herron.
Directions: From the caution light on the South end of Hazel
turn East on State Street. Property located second house on the
right.

C

This large home provides
space for any size family. The
house is a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
with a large den, a sun room
and has a detached garage,
fenced back lawn, and city
utilities.
Personal izr•perty includes: Framed and matted
rtraits of
ancient weavings • RCA TV • very old photos • wooden book cases • antique framed
prints • sofa • Broyhill china cabinet •
wrought iron tea cart • Johnson Bro. English
China • ladies knee hole desk • old child's
trunk • doll clothes • child's tea china •curio
cabinet • drop leaf Duncan Phyfe table with
6 chairs • hammered aluminum • wing back
chairs • occasional tables • Lillian Russell
style 5 piece Davis Cabinet American Black
Walnut bedroom suite including an unusual
cedar chest • beautiful gold frame mirror •
crazy quilt • drop front desk • low boy curio
cabinet • 2 oak rockers • elegant old glassware • Hazel H.S. print • oil lamps • large
blanket chest • camel back trunk • several square trunks
Magnavox TV • entertainment center • old buggy lap warmer •
metal file cabinets• Roosevelt bust • children's toys• ladder•two
wheel cart • lawn mower • old books and annuals from Murray
State and Lynn Grove High School.
Automobiles: 82 Plymouth Reliant • 74 Dodge • 22'self contained
motor home with V-8 and automatic transmission.
Terms On Real Estate: 20% Down Day of Auction. Balance
within 30 Days Upon Delivery of Deed. Terms on Personal
Property: Complete Settlement Day of Auction.

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound ofSelling"
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
Novi re<pnnetblf Inv arndents knnnunc,nrnt‘ ,j,

if
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1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
with large deck & 2 car
garage with open floor
plan. 'Priced to sell at
$109.000. For an appointment call
270-759-9874 or
309-837-1334

3BR, 2 bath home on 27
acres North Calloway
area Excellent condition
753-1410
3BR. Freshly painted.
Fireplace, utility, zoned
multi or single family 500'
from University Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors, 1800-586-3740 Ext 4218

PRICE Reduced! Owner
must relocate! Must sell
very private 3br.• 2 bath on
1.4 acres in Aurora.
Vaulted ceilings throughout. 2 person Jacuzzi tub.
central H/A, all appliances.
1 mile from the lake.
Must see! $49,000.
759-8092.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

odds & ends.

YARD SALE

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

A

YARD
SALE

1109 Elm Street
Elm Street by Sonic
Friday
8 a.m.-?
Boys 5 6, 6. girl's
infant & more men's
&women's clothing for
all seasons, maternity,
household items, bar
stools. microwave &
cart end tables
Rain or Shine

For See

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, Sept. 29th 2000•4:30 p.m.
1954 Neale Rd. From Murray. KY take Hwy. 121 South about 2.0 miles to
Neale Road. Follow to auction. Watch for auction sign.
Nice 4 piece bedroom suite - nice antique 3 piece bedroom suite - old iron bed - nice
hidabed lov eseat - oriental type rug - recliner - sssi‘el rocker - nice cherry. finish coffee table and lamp table - small pedestal table • maple lamp tables - nice table &
floor lamps - framed Ken Holland print. Ne‘er Thirst - other pictures and large
assortment of picture frames - color t - electric fan and heaters - luggage - books
- nice maple table & chairs - flatware pots & pans - small kitchen appliances milkglass pieces - Corningware - Tuppem are - 4 Fostoria glasses - brass items large brass fireplace screen - large chest treeter. MN'ing machine - military portable
dental kit - car ramp - trolling motor - old wash kettle stand - old vaioden boxes pot hooks - hand tools - old wrenches ard chairs - old porch post - storm doors &
windows - log roller - 5 h.p. tiller- block & line - metal well pulley - one horse plow
- one row drill - team or horse gear - Datsun pickup that has not been driven in .1
while and much more. Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
'My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

Absolute Real Estate Auction
Friday, Sept. 29th, 2000• 5:00 p.m. Sharp
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 East to just past Browns Grocery, turn left
onto Hico Road one half mile to auction. Watch for auction signs.

4BR. 2 baths Zoned for
multi family Of single family
Near University. Broker
Owned. 1-800-586-3740.
Ext. 3436. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.
BUILD Your own home
www.cobhomes.comComplete owner builder
services helps you. 100°c
financing, including land.
Good income & credit
required. Save $ Money
888-839-6952.
OUTSTANDING Home in
Canterbury
Estates
Immediate
possession
4br, 21/2 baths 1520
Canterbury.
436-5922

Global Mortgage Link

OPEN HOUSE

Used Cars

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011 or
Dan Miller Sales Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 30, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
Mrs. Frances Buchanan home at 1513 Sycamore Street, Murray, KY.
Just off South 16th Street.
Cherry corner cupboard - spice rack a/punch tin and tear drop pulls - nice
tures & frames - fancy painted bench - nice sofa - nice dresser base wheat- drop
pulls - round dining table w/4 chairs - oak office desk chair - other wood desk
chair - old walnut bed - swix el chair - 2 night stands - large lamp table - fancy
table lamp - brass lamp - ladder hack chair - large hutch with 1963 Doug Atkins
- quilts - blankets - old jewelry box - old basket - 2 nice old single drawer bedside tables - very old wardrobe may be walnut - 2 large dresser bases a/mirror
- regular sue bed vdbrass looking headboard - rocking chair - fancy open face
cabinet - white breakfast set w/4 chairs - wicker fan chair - dressing screen sewing basket - fancy wall decoration - large wooden barrel - wicker table ;
stereo w/8 track tape, tape player & turntable - electric sewing machine - Seats
electric treadmill - old books - brass items - Occupied Japan tea set Vemonware made in California #377 - canister set - dishes from Italy - stem
pieces - hen on nest - cookie jar - old butter mold - set of flatware - microwzo e
oven - silver plate items - old glass & china - stone piices - Pyrex mixing boa Is
- foldup walker - step ladder and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Campers

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 /53-9308

1992 Coachmen Trailer
Carpentry,
27' 2drs. fully self-con - ALL
tamed, very nice $6 500 Electrical. Home building.
remodeling
additions,
firm 753-3574
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo
YOU SHOW I'S
753-9372,
753-0353
•Average credit i not perfect ,
Including
ANTENNAS
•Steady income history
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
WE SHOW YOU
amplifiers, and acces• MK loan, no money
sories
down
Dish Network & Direct TV
•Flexible, forgiving program
Satellite Systems Sales.
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St. Murray, KY
753-7407• 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
502-759-0901.
ARCHITECT
Need Some House Plans?
Sunday, Oct. 1 • 2-4 p.m.
I still use the conventional
way to draw plans by drafting board. Very reasonable. Kirk Shoudy
759-5550.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
116 Murray Estates Dr., off of 94W.
*Parking lots
Beautiful brick home. For sale by owner.
•Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
759-.4644.
753-2279

1984 CHEVY 5-10 Blazer
2wd, auto, cruise, tilt, CD
player, new tires. New
transmission, low miles
$2900. obo 519-5330.

This nice 2 bedroom - I bath - is ingroom cat-in kitchen private well - nice
site lot.
Terms: S2,000 down day of sale. balance in ;0 days 55th passing of deed. Make
your lead base paint inspection prior to auction. You a ill be asked to sign the
contract to give up your 10 day post auction inspection. Call to see this house.

1983 S-10 2 8 4spd New
tires, belts, hoses, brakes
$1.000 Negotiable
436-2515.
1990 8 cyl. 460cu. in. Ford
E350 box truck with 16ft
over the cab box. Asking
$5000. Call Bobby at
753-4299.
1994 GMC Sonoma Utility
bed, A/C, ASAJFM, cruise
tilt 436-2731 or 753-2095

1985 Mercury Cougar 5.0
V-8. Cold air, good condition. $1000 firm.
759-87578 after 5PM.
1990 Buick Riviera. 80
miles. Very good condition.
$3000. OB0;753-8547.
1992 CHRYSLER Fifth
Avenue. 4dr, loaded, 1
owner. 753-7394.
1992 FORD Taurus Wagon
Lx. Green, economy V-6.
157K moles. Loaded with
all power options. Very
good car. Asking $2250
obo. 753-8900. After 5 call
753-0071.
1994 PONTIAC Sunbad.
200,xxx miles. $2,000. call
753-6112 after 7p.m.
'94 Mazda Mellinia. High
miles_ super nice car. 7538047
Hi-Link
1996
NEON
69,xxx miles. Very clean
$4800. obo 753-6015.
please leave message.
1997 MAZDA 626 LX. V-6,
$12,000. Call 759-0687.
97 SILVER Taurus GL.
Excellent condition. $5800.
Call 436-2682 anytime.
MUST Sell! 1989 Mercury
Grand Marquis. 175,xxx
miles. 80'c highway miles,
gray in color. Cold A/C,
cloth interior $1300. obo.
767-0785
Vans
1991 6 cyl Plymouth
Voyager SE mini van
Burgundy on Burgundy 4
captain chairs Asking
$3000 Call Bobby at 7598707

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before Loans available for bankrupt,
bad credit, no credit No co-signers
necessary.
Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS
6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

759-9444
530
Services Offered
AFFORDABLE Hauling
tree work, cleaning ou
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113_
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality. excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CONCRETE Finishing
•Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619

630
Services Offered

'ATTENTION'
HomeownerDisplay
homes wanted, vinyl siding
replacement 'N111(10AS- no
payments until Jan 2001
at
Payments starting
$79 00 a month All credit
qualified Rol'
_ MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
NATURAL Creek
Lawn Service
Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
cleanup Call 753-9731

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays'

a-g-rahrirreiffliiirirelg12!/;--=
( ikssoutrirm ALtic•riciow)

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, October 7tta At 10:00 A- NI_
Southeast aidlaWalf Ell. !Itleaar New Concord"
NUE AL Ft NO UP Ft Ft ALIf, OCEAN -1rIS 1IC IC1r
From Murray Take Hwy 121 SE 10 Miles To New Concord,
Take Hwy 444 East 4.8 Miles To Beat Farmer Road, Turn
Lett, Proceed 1.3 Miles To Property ...Signs Posted!!
Blood River - Kentucky Lake "Hamlin Community"

Real Estate & Personal Property

Saturday, Oct. 7th, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At 1700 Calloway Ave., Murray, KY

11

11

in 8 Tracts & Combinations

This nice 3 bedroom brick house. 2-1/2 bath, living room, den, large eat-in
kitchen, utility room, central heat and air, storm doors & windows. 24' x 3o•
garage and shop. Nice outside storage setting in 2 blocks of the Murray State
campus. This property will absolutely sell to the highest bidder.
Terms: 15% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed. \kc
will be glad to show. you this property anytime.
Any house built prior to 1978 could have lead base paint. Please make your
inspection before auction day You will be asked to give up your 10 day post auk
lion inspection. Announcements made day of auction take precedence over ill
printed matter.
Watch next week's paper for detailed listing of personal property.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Tracts Of 4 Acres To 20 Acres
All With Paved Frontage
Many Beautiful Homesites
Ideal For Homes Or Cottages
QUIET - RELAXING - PEACEFUL
WOODS - HUNTING - RECREATIONAL
MINUTES FROM MURRAY..AT KY LAKE
Fantastic Secluded Get Away Settings!!
DEER - WILD TURKEY - SMALL GAME
weti AIL OE SIISTAIIITIE Om*OUP OM41C.NI A MIOE 1,-IIM IR NV ...ir.
1 WY., 13mbwriWitia A Miry irreaarvm Elerisomit 01
S3.000.00 emir Tract, Elailmsuraimme lay 30 IDasvm111
The Auction Will Be Held At The Firs Station
On Hwy 444 At New Concord!, KY

Th
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HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFER
SERVICES
CLEANING
AL.

--"` t Lamb Brothers
‘1 Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
1.1(0SED & INSURED

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing

brie Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Seri ite

Cleanup Semite

Hedge Turnnung Full Line of
Equipment
Vvil
l"
:1 Tree & Stump
Paul Liimb
Heima at

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

We Specializ.e in Cleaning 'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

HOME
FURNISHINGS
A
David's Dome Improvement Need Furniture? Bedding?

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years

—

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Harawood • Laminate Flooring

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

P/us...all other home improvements

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 .Sat. 9-4

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

SMITH CARPET
HIEHwy.
641 N.• Murray •753-6660

U.S.

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor ioists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

SERVICES OFFERED

PAINTERS
A

rss
r,Z7s3
=rzet7ss
:
"

=Moving—

LAKE LAND PAINTING
IN

Me • &

E d PAINTING

kesidential, Commercial & Industrial
.t-,pec'ic31111v1g iv?(
2.t4StOnl VVOrk01101511119
-CUSTOM HOMES
*DECK RESTORATION
*SPRAY PAINTING
*FAUX FINISHES
*PRESSURE CLEAN
*SPECIAL COATINGS
'WATERPROOFING •
*MULTI-SPEC COATINGS

rG

753-6895

Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!

Ibiari?ao Siatidad

We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contra( :Hi- License x002182

LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

270-759-2288

CONSTRUCTION

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916

Call Us

,,-

270-759-1953

_ .„-#•
. - _ Asphalt Doctor

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
With 2I Fears Et; : renc- lc
Ronnie Grunts
The .4.sphoir industry
Owner

CARPET CI
FLOORING
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Heritage Vinyl Products
Picket • Privacy • Farm Fer-ces • Teck Deck • Railings
Maintenance Free • Lifetime Warranty • Free Estimates

SUMMER SALE!
save on the following styles:
Hawthorne Fence. Teck Deck, Boston Railing,
Cambridge Railing & Traditional Railing
We also carry Ornamental Aluminum.
Call Martha at Hoffman's Inc.
Hoffman's

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

8
-4

WE DO!Over 34 Years

Experience!
0
Visit Our Showroom Today
•
Tom Mur ra, -4
Tayl ,
CAR
& FL OR
Ficl
Z
•
•
isyry 541-11/2 missIWO of
i
Knociete
Tom TtliOr Rd.
753-7728 MurrayRightto1500
Hazel, KY
ark
13c18V3•000M08VH•lANIA • 3111 &NOD • 3111 0W4'0830

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410

Mastiettani

VISA

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071 • Fax (270) 753-1927
630
Services Offered
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
.Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
- Cell 853-4188.
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592
• ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replac. ing a switch.
.Licensed & Insured.
753-0834

530
Services Offered

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal. stump
grinding firewood Insured.
489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil for sale.
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles.
gutters, painting, plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, concrete,
brick & block work. No job
too small! 753-7416.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we paint
houses Phone:
436-5759 or 753-2388.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
•
FENCING
Pick Up & Deliver
Midway Fence Company.
753-5868
Chain link, cuitom wood
Jobs Wanted. Call
ODD
privacy fences, installation
after 5p.m. 474-2309.
anCI repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
WANT ADS
Dockie Farley 759-1519.
WORK

530
Services Offered
REBUILD and repair all
YARD-TECH
ypes of farm equipment
*FALL lawn power
Tractor, truck, combine,
seeding
hay baler. Donnie Easley, •Landscape
maintenance
Greg Guge, Roy Turner
+turns and mulching
270-382-2628.
437-4723.
SILLS! Big Truck Tire &
660
Brake Shop. I Make
FroeColumn
Service Calls. 759-5535 or
853-5595
FREE Kittens. 759-8850
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming. leaf &
U-haul
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609

Miss
Your

Paper?

Call
, 753-1916

FREE
PALLETS
off

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
•

Free medical, dental
screenings part of fair
Free medical and dental screen- vided as a service of the health
ings will be offered to students department.
and families in both city and counWeight and height screenings
ty schools as part of the Com- will be offered by MCCH Medmunity Resource Fair Saturday at ical Explorers.
Hearing screenings will be coorthe Murray State University Curris Center from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. dinated by speech-language proThe ninth annual Community fessionals in the community with
Resource Fair will offer a wide assistance from the MSU Communication Disorders students.
array of health screenings.
Dental screenings will again be
The Angels Community Clinic
will offer free blood sugar screen- offered. Local dentists who have
ings. For most accurate results, it volunteered their services include
is suggested that persons partici- Dr. Randy Taylor, Dr. Dan West,
pating in this screening should not Dr. Mark Arnett, Dr. Jim Pickens
eat anything for a least eight hours and Dr. Huong Kelly. .
A number of other agencies and
before the test, with a minimum
organizations will provide healthof two hours.
MSU Nursing students will pro- enhancing information as part of
vide blood pressure and scoliosis the Community Resource Fair.
For more information about the
screenings. LPN students from the
local vocational school will pro- Community Resource Fair, convide demonstrations illustrating the tact: Calloway County Family
need for proper hand washing as Resource Center (762-7333). Mura way of preventing disease.
ray Family/Youth Resource CenGlaucoma screenings will be ter (759-9592), CCMS Youth Seroffered for adults as a service vices Center (762-7365), gCHS
coordinated by the Murray Lions Harbour Youth Services Center
Club. Near and far vision screen- (762-7390) or the Calloway
ings will be offered also.
Preschool Family Resource CenHemoglobin checks will be pro- ter (762-7410).

Subscribe To
The Ledger Ex Times

The

FENCING

270-759-4512

,•,. ,
E'

• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
•AIRPORTS•SERVICE STATIONS

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

\

FREE ESTIMATES

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4.

GUARANTEE ON NIA ERIAL -- & WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOI MONEY!!!

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

N

Prote.:1 our asphalt iron.
...
sun. oxidation, ater penetration,
2nd many other harmful factors .,
that rob wur asphalt of itself!
:w _
4 phi& Does Not Improve
..‘
ft all Age And That Is WIIN _ -

Cross Country Or Local

Call Kathy or Debra at
753-1916 for more details!

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)

rAllaffMDAINIX•1617M13f1=I1U1

Your Ad
Could
Hr!

Kevin Lamb, student at North Elementary, was fingerprinted by CCHS student Richard Burkeen of the Murray Explorers at last year's Community Resource Fair. Child protection services are being expanded this year, thanks to support by the Circuit Court Clerk's Office, to include photo
ID's for children born in 1988-1995. To participate in this
service Sept. 30 at the MSU Curris Center, children need
to be accompanied by an adult and have their social security number with them.

"Everyone's talking"'
about the Ledger &
i Imes Classifieds'

'My car was sold so
fast, I thought I'd
get a ticket!'
I sold the house and"
the furniture with just
0

'Selling the boat
was smooth salting'-

'We really cleaned up
with our Gaaoe Salel'

'Col 270-753-1916 to
place your ledger 41
11mes Closuseci ad now'

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday, Sept.
29, 2000:
An opportunity that you thought was
gone and forgotten returns. Don't make a
mistake again. Learn from your expenences. and take a leap of faith. Use your
talents to gain financially. If single, you
might not see a new friend clearly. Listen
to others' observations. If attached,
you're oblivious to the games a child
plays. Also, you might take unnecessary
nsks. SCORPIO helps you make money.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Recent professional and emotional gains need to be consolidated. Be
direct with associates, and discuss money
matters. Confusion surrounds a business
plan. Now you can get it straight. if you
wish. A co-worker cares a lot more than
you realize. Tonight: Take it easy.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Someone makes a big effort
toward you. Consider what you want to
do here. Consolidate work-related gains.
You also might decide that it is time to
start a diet before the holiday season. A
boss sees you a lot differently than others
do. Accept a compliment. Tonight: Out
among the crowds.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** A new flirtation or a loved
one reverses course. If single. someone
from your past could blast back into your
life. Do some hard thinking about what
you want. Plan to take off soon. Someone
in your day-to-clay life goes overboard to
make your life work. Tonight: Say thank
you nicely.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Creativity and flirtation mix.
Others seek you out. First, decide what
you want on the domestic front, and then
make other decisions. Listen to a loved
one who has great ideas. A partner doesn't see finances as you do. Work on a resolution. Tonight: Start the weekend nght.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your family and home life
become even higher priorities. Don't
undermine yourself with a loved one. If
you're not sure, that might be the best
thing to say. Unexpected developments
force you to re-evaluate recent purchases
or thoughts about a new car or computer.
Reveal your thoughts. Tonight: Cozy at
home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Keep talking. You might not

be as sure as you would like to be about
a money matter. Seek out answers and
look for common ground. You make a
special effort toward another. Allow
good feelings to flourish. Getting enough
work done becomes difficult. Screen
calls, if need be. Tonight: Out with
favonte people.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your mood swings. Think carefully about any gains you've had since
July. You can count on another, but make
sure you are clear about a money agreement. What someone says and what you
hear could be two different things. Buy a
gift or a card for a loved one. Tonight:
Your treat.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** The moon beams you into the
limelight. Your perspective changes considerably because of a partner. This person could be a bit sour. Initiate conversations in your unique style. Clearing the
air paves the way back to better understanding. Indulge a family member.
Tonight: Play the night away.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Someone changes his tune from
out of the blue. You might not be sure
what to do, but keep exploring possibilities. You might have many ideas. Open
up discussions and make it OK to be vulnerable. Confusion and misunderstandings surround feelings. You could be
overreacting. Tonight: Do your thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Focus on your goals, even if
you expenence an upset professionally.
Associates have a lot of suggestions. You
might not exactly be sure about the best
answer. Use special care with funds.
Don't do anything spontaneously. other
than maybe buying a can of pet food!
Tonight: Celebrate the weekend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Take charge as others flounder.
A reversal involving a child or loved one
can be cleared. You Just might not see the
path. Carefully observe what is happening with a boss or higher-up. Suggestions
don't have to be taken, only listened to.
Others look to you. Tonight: Clean up
your desk.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your words spread, but another
might also misrepresent them. Make
calls and correct an error. Think about
what you want, especially with a domestic arrangement. If you're not sure, slow
down. Brainstorm with the experts.
Don't settle. Tonight: Take off ASAP
BORN TODAY
TV host Bryant Gumbel (1948). musician Jerry Lee Lewis.(1935). former Sen.
John Towers (1925)
•••
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Although I am a
healthy 9I-year-o1d male, I am bothered by age spots on my face What
can I do?
DEAR READER: Brown pigmented
spots on the skin are common in the
elderly and often reflect damage
incurred by sun exposure in earlier
years. Frankly, given your age, I urge
you to ignore these blemishes and
rejoice that, at 91, you're in good health,
However, if you are truly concerned,
see a dermatologist. There are many
products available — such as Retin-A
— that, when applied daily as a cream,
.will fade the spots you describe. The
dermatologist can advise you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: When I was
growing up in the 1940s in Chicago,
public places were commonly shut
down because of the threat of infantile
paralysis. Is this the same as Lou
Gehrig's disease?
DEAR READER: Poliomyelitis
("infantile paralysis") used to be a
communicable nerve infection with
the potential for causing severe, permanent paralysis. The virus infection
was so serious that many victims lost
the use of their respiratory muscles
and had to be maintained with archaic
breathing devices called iron lungs.
Like you, I remember the polio epidemics of the 1940s. Fortunately,

MI\
1141
'
MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

DEAR ABBY: My stepdaughters
poliomyelitis is no longer a health
concern in the developed wceld, like to decorate their room with lots
thanks to extensive childhood vacci- of posters and whatnots. The girls
hang them using thumbtacks and
nation programs
On the other hand, amyotrophic lat- constantly rearrange them. As a
tiny
eral sclerosis (often called Lou result, their walls are full of
hanging
their
mind
don't
I
holes.
baseball
Gehrig's disease, after the
number
hero who suffered from it) is primarily one or two posters, but the place
to
and move from
hang
they
a
by
Marked
middle-age.
of
disease
a
little
shows
and
destructive
is
place)
the
progressive degeneration of
nerves controlling muscular move- respect for our home.
My wife disagrees. She is right
ment, the cause is unknown —
she says we can repair the
when
(including
although many diseases
mercury and lead poisoning, thyroid walls when the girls are older, but I
disorders, inherited biochemical feel we are not teaching them disciafflictions, diabetes, and brain pline by allowing them to be so
tumors) may mimic the signs and destructive. My wife is angry that I
symptoms of ALS. The diagnosis is won't let this go.
Abby, if the girls refuse to
made by a neurological examination
the number
that includes electrical muscle/nerve respect my decision on
in their
hang
they
posters
can
of
the
and
treatment
no
testing. There is
me to
for
difficult
it
makes
it
room,
outlook is grim: most patients die
respect their decisions. Should I just
within five years of diagnosis.
shut up and allow them to hang and
Polio and ALS are believed to be move their posters as they please?
separate diseases. One has been conTICKED OFF IN LOUISIANA
trolled; the other, sadly, has not.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My alternative
DEAR TICKED OFF: Posters
health practitioner believes that are important to young people.
potassium supplements will help cure These "interior design statemy allergies. Is she correct? If not, is ments" are part of growing up.
there any vitamin or mineral that will It has nothing to do with a lack
help?
of respect for you.
DEAR READER: No to both quesLook at it this way:The holes
in the wall can be easily
tions.
Allergies are caused by a histamine repaired when the girls outthey will
reaction of the immune system to grow this phase — as
to
harder
It's
eventually.
that
substances
allergens, foreign
relastrict
overly
an
"repair"
enter the body from the environment.
Loosen up, Dad, and
The allergio reaction is not mediated tionship. the
sweat
don't
small stuff.
mineral
a
by or related to potassium,
***
that is, however, essential for normal
metabolism and healthy living cells.
DEAR ABBY: About two years
Potassium deficiency, a common ago, I received a letter from a
(drugs
diuretics
many
of
consequence
woman incarcerated in a California
that wash fluid and potassium from state prison. To make a long story
the body), is marked by weakness, short, I ended up sending her staconstipation and potentially life- tionery, envelopes, stamps and
threatening irregularities of the many money orders — one for more
heartbeat.
than $600.
Neither potassium nor any other
She told me she had no family
vitamin or mineral supplement will and needed a place to live after she
relieve allergic symptoms, which can was paroled. Well, I took the bait,
run the gamut from hay fever and hook, line and sinker, and "helped"
rash to a serious state of shock. Such her for more than 18 months.
reactions are best treated with antiI'm 43 years old and thought I
histamine drugs, such as Benadryl,. had finally found my future mate.
Claritin, Zyrtec and Allegra.
Her letters seemed sweet and sincere. I felt sorry for her. She even
sent me a document that looked
PETER
genuine showing her "release date."
All of it was a lie. I'm sick to my
M.D.
GOTT
stomach, not only because of the
amount of money I sent her, but
because I was hurt by someone I
thought I could trust.
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LOOKING BACK

A few months ago I received the
same story in a letter from a woman
inmate in a Texas prison. Do you
think these prisoners are passing
my name around? Also, is there any
way I can get my money back?
FEELING USED IN UTAH
DEAR FEELING USED:
Write the wardens at both prisons, giving the names of the
women who have contacted
you. Prison officials should be
aware that some inmates are
committing still more crimes
via the U.S. mail. As for the
money you lost, you have
learned an expensive lesson;
consider it tuition in the school
of experience.
***

DEAR ABBY: Three years ago I
had an affair with a handsome,
intelligent man who turned out to
be too good to be true. I discovered
he had fabricated most of the information he gave me about himself,
including his marital status and
name.
I gave birth to his son out of wedlock. This man supports our child
financially, but does not see him.
This is his choice, not mine.
Abby, my question is this: Does
my precious little boy deserve to go
through life as a secret to his
father's entire family, or do his
grandparents on his father's side
deserve to know of their grandchild?
My feeling is that if I were a
grandparent in the autumn of my
life, I would want to know this
child, see him and love him. Please
ask your readers to respond. Thank
you for any insights.
PROUD MOM

Ten years ago

Rowena Emerson, Willis Johnson, Verlene Ezell, Wayne Williams, Adeline Wilson and John
Gream are new officers of Murray
Civitan Club.
Murray High School Band won
first place in Class A at the Marshall County High School "Starfest
'90" Marching Band Contest.
Births reported include a girl to
Donna and James Ravellette. Sept.
22; a boy to Annette and Michael
Zimmerman, a boy to Donna and
Paul Tolley and a boy to Kameil
and John Gingles, Sept. 23; a boy
to Nanette and James Jenkins, a
boy to Penny and Richard Holt and
a boy to Mitzi and Mark Willie,
Sept. 25
Twenty years ago

Murray State University will
have its 48th annual homecoming
Oct. 17-18 with special events
planned. Ohio Valley Conference
Football Champions Murray State
Racers will meet Middle Tennessee
State University in the football
game.
Births reported include a girl to
Robert and Carolyn Hutson, Sept.
18, and a boy to Dr. and Mrs. Kent
Forrester, Sept. 20.
Celisa Renee Curd and Ricky
Wayne Cunningham were married
in a summer ceremony at Ledbetter
Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Nancy Hart. senior at Murray
High School and daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. James C. Hart, and Timothy E. Fannin. senior at Calloway
County High School and son of Mr.
and Mrs. Talmadge Fannin. have

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Post-Mortem
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 7 6 2
5
•Q 8 6 3
+K 1094
EAST
WEST
+AKQJ 4
•—
A4
K J97632
•10 7 2
•9 5 4
+875
+632
SOUTH
+9853
Q 108
•A KJ
+A QJ
The bidding:
North East
West
South
Dble
2 NT
2V
1 NT
Opening lead — seven of hearts.

much higher than the standard of
bidding, because the defense proceeded to function perfectly and
exacted the maximum penalty.
East won the heart lead with
the ace, cashed five spade tricks,
then returned a heart, trapping
declarer's Q-10. All told, the defense scored 12 tricks and South
went down 2,000.
There must have been something peculiar about the North
hand that appealed more to the
medical eye than it would to most
others, because the bidding at the
second table followed this exotic
course:
East
North
West
South
Pass
2
2+
1 NT
Dble
Pass
Pass
34
East doubted that three spades
could be made,so he doubled when
that contract was reached. After
leading the ace ofhearts,he cashed
the A-K-Q-J of trumps and played
another heart. When the smoke
cleared, the autopsy revealed that
South had gone down eight —2,400
points, counting East's 100 honors.
So the outcome was that the
North-South pair who went down
"only"2,000 atthefirst table gained
400 points on the deal! Our sources
do not reveal whether they viewed
the operation as a success, but
they obviously bid the hand better
than the North-South pair at the
second table!

This deal reportedly occurred
in England during a match between two teams of medical students.
At the first table,South wound
up playingthe hand attwo notrump
doubled after the bidding shown.
North's two-notrump bid will very
likely be regarded by some readers as a strange distortion of his
values, but ours is not to reason
WHEN THE
why — we merely repeat what
At3NEN'S CRESSED
IN A NICE, NEW
happened.
OUTVIT,'MERE'S
East had some doubts about
NO END TO WHERE
South's ability to make two
IT WILL TAKE 40U. notrump, so he doubled. Apparently, the standard of play was
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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Airline name
4 Minimize
9 Sci-fi film
prop
12 Relatives
13 Muse of
poetry
14 Perch
15 Indolent
17 Degree
19 Word in CD
21 Roman 11
22 Opera
highlight
25 After Mon.
27 "I cannot tell

45 Grad-to-be
47 TV's talking
horse (2
wds.)

49 'Sesame—"
53 Pep
57 Scoreboard
reading
58 San —
Chargers
60 — no evil
61 Stinging
insect
62 Belonging to

Mr. Cassini
63 Pekoe or
oolong
DOWN

V.4
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31 Father
32 Lack of
grime
34 Birds — a
feather
35 Garden tool
36 Deposit
37 — Louis, Mo
38 Pierce
41 Regret
42 Three (Sp.)
43 Sault —
Mane
44 Club fees

1 Boxingvictory abbr
2 Humor
3 Southern
blackbird
4 Mr. Arnaz
5 The Rock,
Triple H, e g
6 Cooled lava
7 Map abbr
8 Redd —
9 Utilize
10 Paddlelike

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TA,I
DEAIHE.B.E.I
U P N OMARS K IN
LOTS
0N G
D IE
WA I,TS
RES,TED
LEI
D V
E 10 ROTATABLE
LAVE
NEZ
FORE
R 1 -1)
G.LAD I ATOR
R
H ANDEL
T.B.0 N E
I R
BEAN
A LA E
M, I .N.C,E
TEN
U T E,
HOOKY
MEN
9-28 CD 2000 United Feature Syndicate
structure
11 Baseball
great
16 Harem room
18 Boston Red
Sox pitcher
Luis —
20 Hint
22 To vote to

accept

23 A Johnson
24 — est
26 What the
bunny brings
(2 wds )
28 — Mans
29 To come forth
30 Rob — of
"Melrose
Place"
32 Temporary
bed
33 Born (Fr )
35 German
novelist
39 Neon symbol
40 Banking
option, for
short
41 Unch ID
44 Ike
46 Start all over
again
48 Biblical name
49 Weep
50 Pedal digit
51 Caviar
52 Sesame plant
54 Alphabet
sequence
55 — whiz
56 Affirmative
vote
59 Engineer's
deg

received letters of commendation
for their high school performance
on the 1970 National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Holshouser,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Rue
Nix, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Holmes and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James L. Erwin, Sept. 23.
Forty years ago

Enrollment for the fall semester
at Murray State College is a record
3020 students, according to Dr.
Donald Hunter, registrar. This is a
gain of 10.4 percent over last year.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Miller, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Joyce, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Dowdy, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jones, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord Carruthers
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Tubbs.
Fifty years ago
A.B. Austin was toastmaster at
the kick-off breakfast for the Murray Girl School Fund Drive.
"Work is progressing on the new
building by the side of the Varsity
Theatre. Wallace Key is the contractor. That man can build most
any kind of building," from column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams, general
manager.
Marilyn Darnell, Joe Ellis, Div
Hook, Barbara Washer, Linda Lawson, Brenda Young, Zanette Gray
and Sonja Greenfield are new officers of 4-H Club at Kirksey High
School.

I TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 28, the
272nd day of 2000. There are 94
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 28, 1939, during World
War II, Germany and the Soviet
Union agreed on a plan to partition
Poland.
On this date:
In 1066, William the Conqueror
invaded England to claim the English throne.
In 1787, Congress voted to send
the just-completed Constitution to
state legislatures for their approval.
In 1850, flogging was abolished
as a form of punishment in the
Navy.
In 1924, two Army planes
landed in Seattle, having completed
the first round-the-world flight in
175 days.
In 1967, Walter Washington
took office as the first mayor of the
District of Columbia.
Five years ago: Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat signed an
accord to transfer much of the West
Bank to the control of its Arab residents.
One year ago: The Supreme
Court agreed to decide whether a
state can give visitation rights to
grandparents when, after a divorce
or some other family split, the children's parents say no. (Last June,
the court ruled that Washington
state went too far in letting grandparents and others seek visitation,
but it stopped short of giving parents absolute veto power over who
gets to visit their children.)
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WKMS launches fund-raiser

Earlier in the semester at Murray State University. new faculty attended a reception held in their honor. MSU President Kern Alexander (second from left) greeted new members to the MSU community. Shown with Alexander are
(from left) Dr. Yong Jae Kim. who is serving as a visiting
international faculty member in the department of biology
(he is from Daejin University in Korea, where he has has
been involved in the reunification efforts of North and South
Korea): Alexander: Dr. Sandra Jordan, the new dean of the
college of humanities and fine arts; and Dr. Eric Umstead,
assistant professor in the department of adolescent, career
and special education (former MSU football player). Dr. Gary
Brockway (far right), provost and vice president for academic affairs was also on hand to welcome those attending the reception.

Campoy book focuses on
teacher education reform
Dr. Renee Campoy, associate
professor in the Murray State University College of Education,
recently published a book about
teacher education reform titled
"Professional Development School
Partnership: Conflict and Collaboration."
The book is a case study of a
Professional Development School
(PDS) and how the partnership
attempted to improve teacher training at a large midwestern university by a more providing extensive involvement of the public
school during the teacher training
process.
Campoy noted that teacher training in Kentucky and other states
has recently come under fire by
legislators who criticize the quality of teacher training and who
call for increased accountability
for schools of education.
The PDS has been proposed as
one answer to this criticism by
improving
the
collaboration
between the university and public
schools.
One reviewer. Louis Smith,
emeritus professor of Washington
University in St. Louis, said the
book had substantive integrity. He
went on to say. -If I were to be
part of a PDS - or any other
major educational innovation chapter four would be required reading early on in the project."
Campoy described the PDS
model as sending teacher educators from the university to public
schools to work in classrooms with
teachers to better share the responsibility for training new teachers.
Her study revealed that while
the training of new teachers was
improved according to the teachers and those who evaluated them,
the new level of collaboration
between the school and university proved difficult and produced
an unexpectedly high level of conflict.
According to Campoy. this conflict was mainly attributed to differences between the university
and the public school that made
it difficult for them to work together, even when they shared the
common goal of producing excellent new teachers.
Questions about the best teaching methods, how to compensate
individuals for their contributions
to the PDS, resources sharing and
even scheduling frustrated efforts

Public radiermation 91.3 FM
WKMS will begin its fall on-air
fund-raiser Sept. 28 in hopes of
reaching a $65,000 goal by Oct. 7.
Programming during the fundraiser includes the second installment in the series "Promises to
Keep" Sept. 28 at 6 p.m.
The series, hosted by Constance
Alexander, invites listeners to consider end-of-life issues so they are
better equipped to deal with its
challenges.
The broadcast of the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra's season
opener will be Oct.6 at 7 p.m.
The Symphony's performance
of Scheherazade by Rimsky-Korsakov, and Copland's Fanfare for
the Common Man are among the

selections.
Following immediately at 9 p.m.
will be Statelie Blues with hosts
John Griffin and Mark Shearer.
They will feature performer Kurtis
Matthew, a 19-year-old blues guitarist from Bowling Green.
Matthew has performed at the
Bluebird Cafe, Cafe Milano and the
Gibson Guitar factory in Nashville
and will perform at the Bluestock
Festival in Memphis later this fall.
From 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. Oct. 7.
Music From the Front Porch presents live entertainers in the studio
from the group Grassroots, featuring guitarist Kyle Reeder of Mayfield, mandolinist Matthew Wiley
of Benton, and violinist Mark
Evitts of Paducah.

Grassroots features contemporary acoustic music, incorporating
traditional and original material.
As a special thank you to listeners, Andy "Jazzman" Smith will
welcome pianist Carl-Sonny" Leyland to the studio Oct. 8 at 3 p.m.
Leyland, whose latest CD is "I'm
Wise," is considered an authority
on the history of blues and boogie
woogie piano, being one of the few
pianists able to recreate the obscure
and primitive styles of the genre.
WKMS is pleased to be expanding local programming involving
new partners.
WKMS is asking the audience to
increase its support slightly over
last spring, specifically to build the
ability of the station to renew and

expand its programming services.
Membership renewal efforts began in early August.
In September, volunteers from
the Murray Woman's Club conducted a telemarketing campaign.
If you would like to volunteer,:
call 1-800-599-4737 and speak with Ronda Gibson or Sarah Frey,:
WKMS is the 100,000-watt listener
supported National Public Radio
member station broadcasting from
Murray State University.
WKMS provides NPR news and
a variety of music at 91.2 FM over:
a 27-county area with translators
92.1 in Paducah and 99.5 in Paris,
Tenn. Call 1-800-599-4737 for information or to get a listener guide.

Federal Consumer Protection has confirmed the accuracy of the fuel saving Claims in this advertisement.

Device May Increase Gas Mileage by 22%
BOSTON - National Fuelsaver
Corp. of Boston has developed
a low cost automotive accessory
called the Platinum Gas Saver
which is guaranteed to increase
gas mileage by 22% while
meeting all emission standards.
With a simple connection to
a vacuum line, the Gas Saver
adds microscopic quantities of
platinum to the air-fuel mixture
entering the engine.
Platinum has the unique ability
to make non-burning fuel burn.
With platinum in the flame zone,
you increase the percentage of
fuel burning in the engine from
68% of each gallon to 90%.
Since unbumt fuel is pollution,

this 22% of each gallon would
normally bum when it reaches the
platinum ofthe catalytic converter.
Unfortunately, the converter's
platinum bums this fuel outside
of the engine, where the heat and
energy produced from burning
this fuel cannot be harnessed to
drive your vehicle.
But when the Gas Saver adds
platinum to engine combustion,
22% more of each gallon
burns inside the engine so that
22% fewer gallons are required
to drive the same distance.
After studying this process
for five years, the government
concluded:"Independent testing
shows greater fuel savings with

4)411111111"tr

the Platinum Gas Saver than the
22% claimed by the developer."
In addition to this study, the
Gas Saver has received patents
for cleaning out carbon and raising
octane, making premium fuel
unnecessary for most vehicles.
Joel Robinson,the developer,
commented:"We have sold over
400,000 Gas Savers. To our
surprise, as many people buy the
Gas Saver because it extends
engine life(by cleaning out the
abrasive carbon deposits) as
buy it to increase gas mileage
or raise octane."
For further information call:
1-800-LESS-GAS
1-800-537-7427

I

4

Government Produced
Test Data
The government studied fuel saving
test data on vehicles male by several
auto makers using the Gas Saver.
This is the data they produced from
a fleet of 15 identical 5-liter vehicles.
Vehicle Miles/gal. Miks/gal. Pementage
Number without
with
Increase
Gas Saver Gas Saver
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
Average

-1
141116ite.-4

Broyhill Love Seat
-Retail *1,339 ..
Powell Jewelry Armoire
Retail'390. . .'
1 199
Cochrane Bar Stool
Retail '289
199
Webb Bedroom Group
... . -Retail *1,899 ..$949
Thomasville Cherry End Table . .Retaa '569 ....*199
35" Oak Entertainment Unit
. _Retaa '522 ....$275
Ashley Wing Back Recliner
Retail '799 . .. _s347
Pie Safe - China Cabinet
Retail '698 ....*267
Ashley Housder China Cabinet
Retail '1,200 ..597
Oak TV/VCR Stand
Retail '149
*77
Millennium Table & 4 Chairs
Retail *1,299 ..
'690
Curio Cabinet - Oak or Cberry
Retail '210
'98
Cherry Jewelry Armoire
Retail '399 ....'197
Ashley Floral Club Chair
_Retail '649 ....*175
Cherry Hi-Boy Chest
Retail '1,099 ..'.549
King Size Bedding Set
Retail *799 ....444
Simmons Queen Bedding Set
Retail '1,199 ..$479
Ashley Paisley Club Chair
Retail '599 ....*297
Iron/Glass Bakers Rack
Retail 1499 . . . '249
Best Swivel Rocker
Retail '269 . . ..'l49
299
Bar Stool
Retail '289
Thomasville Sofa
Retail *2,139 ..*999
Lane Recliner
Retail '459. .*198
Powell Mirror w/Bench
Retail '359 . . . .$159
Broyhill Headboard
Retail 02.39....4139

WINDOWS*SIDING*DECKS
7 Pieces!

"WHATEVER IT TAKES SALE"
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!
*NO 310NEY DOWN!*NO PYMT.'TIL 2001!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

1-888-670-3035
WEATHERMASTER PRODUCTS
Every Friday Night
lkut lielhoffat
YisNsweilhm
&mow k%

CUsiOv

SATISFAI.IION Is THE #1 GOAL OF THE ENTIRE STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURE!

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7.00 p.m

Lat:i`tiait
ru
.
41 . p

121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

1.ow
mi.
14

1,..,t.v.rei...1gzim
. .,., ...,..,, ..„,,„... I
‘'

Plus * $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License 00181

a*

Sofa, Loveseat,
Cocktail Table
2 End Tables
2 Lamps

*$69.00 PER MONTH*

* 28 Games
Paying from $25 - $250
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18.8
17.1
13.3
17.9
13.1
18.4
13.9
17.6
17.5
15.9
14.0
11.3
16.3
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DR. RENEE CAMPOY
to collaborate and made PDS work
time consuming and difficult for
teachers and teacher educators.
Campoy. like many teacher educators, agreed that teacher education needs to be reformed. Research
has show'n, and teacher educators
who spend time in schools acknowledge. that the classroom methods
and reforms taught at the university, including those such as KERA
reform, are eroded in the schools
and quickly replaced by traditional methods.
Campoy called this teacher education's "dirty little secret" and
noted that it was one explanation
for why schools are so slow to
change. The university teaches education reform, but when idealistic, new teachers take positions in
the public schools, their university-based idealism is quickly wiped
away to be replaced by what experienced teachers advise as "what
really works in schools."
Campoy noted the irony of writing about an educational innovation that wasn't practiced by her
own college. According to her
research, the PDS initiative was
largely launched by the Holmes
Group, a group of deans from
research universities who published
a series of reports advocating
teacher education reform, highlighting the PDS.
She went on to describe how
the Holmes Group has often been
criticized as being elitists because
smaller private or regional colleges and universities were not
included in their original membership.
Campoy's book was printed by
Greenwood Publishing Group in
Westport. Conn.. and is available
through the publisher.
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48.3%
46.9%
46.8%
44.6%
40.2%
38.5%
34.6%
33.7%
28.7%
28.7%
24.8%
10.8%
10.4%
6.9%
-12.4%
28.3%

